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• Baryon (atomic matter):  
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Extension to antihelium searches

baryon asymmetry in the universe:
• dynamically: large CP violation is needed
• separation of matter and antimatter in the early universe

antihelium is a natural extension of the antideuteron search:
• bound on antihelium gives constraint for the distance between galaxies and antigalaxies 
• because antihelium production in p-ISM interactions in the matter universe is extremely 

small
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•What is origin of the matter-antimatter asymmetry? (Baryogenesis) 

— the Universe starts with  (inflation)              B = 0 B ≠ 0?

Baryogenesis

•Sakharov conditions for BG (1967): B violation, CP violation, out of equilibrium

1 Executive Summary

There is more matter than antimatter in the Universe. This asymmetry, quantified as the

ratio of baryon density to photon density, is measured at the time of Big Bang Nucleosyn-

thesis (BBN) and the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) to be (nb�nb̄)/n� = nb/n� =

(6.10 ± 0.4) ⇥ 10�10 [1]. Inflation dictates that such an asymmetry must be dynamically

generated after reheating, necessitating a mechanism of baryogenesis.

Sphalerons
Explicit B violation
Explicit L violation

Other particle number violation

New CP violation in scalars, 
quarks, leptons

Cosmological phase transitions
Out-of-equilibrium decays

Chemical potential

Sakharov 
Conditions

B/L violation CP violation

Out of equilibrium

CP violation in a dark sector

Figure 1: Some of the traditional BSM ingredients evoked to satisfy the Sakharov condi-

tions [2] and explain the BAU.

In order to produce a matter–antimatter asymmetry, a model of particle physics must

satisfy the so-called Sakharov conditions [2]. These are: (i) Baryon number (B) violation,

(ii) C and CP violation, and (iii) departure from thermodynamic equilibrium. In the

Standard Model (SM), (i) Baryon number is anomalously violated in the weak interactions

of the SM. Although the rate of B-violating sphaleron processes is exponentially suppressed

at zero temperature, sphalerons are very e�cient at temperatures at which electroweak

symmetry is restored, T & 130 GeV [3, 4]. (ii) There is CP violation in the CKM matrix,

and possibly in the PMNS matrix [5]. It has been argued that the CKM phase is not

su�cient (in fact orders of magnitude too small) for producing the baryon asymmetry of

the Universe (BAU). Within the SM there is no process to employ the CP violation in the

PMNS matrix to produce the BAU. (iii) There are many ways a process could occur out

of thermal equilibrium, such as particle decay at temperatures below its mass, or a first-

order phase transition. There is no process in the SM that goes out of thermal equilibrium

in the early Universe. These shortcomings of the SM are a clear sign of BSM physics.

By the nature of the problem, these observations and the related new physics have strong

implications for early Universe cosmology. Beyond-the-Standard Model (BSM) models that

seek to explain the BAU invoke certain ingredients to satisfy the Sakharov conditions (see

Figure 1 for a short summary).

Although the question of generating the BAU has been around for several decades,

particle theorists are still coming up with novel ways to address this mystery, inspired

– 2 –

Examples of BSM ingredients evoked to satisfy Sakharov conditions and explain  (arxiv: 2203.05010)ΩB

Requires BSM new physics to explain !ΩB ≈ 4 %
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Traditional Baryogenesis  
— Model and Pheno

• Electroweak baryogenesis: EW sphaleron + bubble collisions during 1st order PT; 
minimal models ruled out (SM+MSSM) with LHC data (extensions being investigated)

• Affleck-Dine baryogenesis: evolution/decay of the VEV of scalar condensates in 
SUSY models; direct test challenging (high scale)

★Leptogenesis : decay of heavy RH neutrinos; intriguing connection to neutrino 
physics (Seesaw); direct test challenging (high scale) (this talk)

• GUT baryogenesis: decay of GUT scale massive particles; challenged by constraints 
on inflation scale and subsequent  ; direct test challenging (high scale)TRH

A general summary of representative BG mechanisms developed in the past decades
 (Not a complete list!)

— Well-studied, well-motivated, attractive models; yet some challenged by recent data, others 
are yet challenging to test  
☞ Further pursuits are required!
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New Developments on Baryogenesis 

Recent progress in solving the  puzzle, driven by:ΩB

• Big question persists:  no less important than  !ΩB ΩDM

• Some of the paradigms challenged/constrained by recent data: e.g. GUT BG, minimal 
EWBG; new theoretical ideas beyond the known: worthy intellectual pursuit

• Traditional mechanisms typically assume high scale: BG at  (100 GeV) or much higher;  
 In reality, BG can occur as late as just before BBN (MeV)! 
☞ The uncharted/under-explored low-scale BG landscape (theory and observables)!

TEW
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• Traditional mechanisms generally involve very high energy physics ( ): challenging/impossible to 
directly test with terrestrial probes 
★ Imprints from the very early/high energy Universe? New opportunity with the era of precision 
cosmology/astrophysics observatories (CMB, LSS…) + gravitational wave astronomy! (E.g. This talk)

≫ ΛEW
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≫ ΛEW

• Increasing attention on the coincidence problem:  (e.g. asymmetric DM), 
connection/inspiration/synergy with recent developments in dark matter studies?

ΩB ∼ ΩDM
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Figure 2: An incomplete but representative sample of new physics ingredients that are

introduced to satisfy the Sakharov conditions, and various associated experimental observ-

ables that can arise in new proposed mechanisms of baryogenesis. Unlike traditional high

scale mechanisms of baryogenesis, novel proposals lead to mechanisms that can produce

the baryon asymmetry over a variety of scales.

2 New Ideas in Baryogenesis Models

The question of generating the BAU has been around for decades and is one of the strongest

drivers of new physics ideas. In order to showcase the exciting developments in this area,

we reached out to several researchers who worked on such new physics models in the recent

years. Below is a compilation of such models, many of them with exciting experimental

implications. This is of course an incomplete list, but it points to the several new directions

the field has taken.

2.1 Axiogenesis

Contributors: Raymond Co and Keisuke Harigaya

Axions are highly motivated as new physics beyond the SM. The QCD axion [6, 7] arises

from the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry [8, 9] that solves the strong CP problem. The

axion-like particles (ALPs) appear in other spontaneously broken global U(1) symmetries

that solve various problems in the SM such as the flavor symmetry [10] or the lepton

symmetry [11]. Such axions in the light mass regime are cosmologically stable and therefore

serve as excellent dark matter candidates [12–14].

The axiogenesis mechanism [15] proposes that the observed baryon asymmetry of the

universe can be generated by the novel axion field dynamics in the early universe in a way

– 4 –

A Snowmass White Paper (arxiv: 2203.05010)

• New ideas in BG models 
• New ideas in testing traditional BG models 

(This talk)



Early Universe Probes for High Scale Baryogenesis?

7

• Opportunity for probing high scale BG:
Early universe (e.g. inflationary epoch) naturally provides a very high energy environment 
☞Imprints in cosmological observables? (CMB, LSS, 21 cm, GW…) 

— Timely! In light of the rich precision data in coming years



Early Universe Probes for High Scale Baryogenesis?

7

• Opportunity for probing high scale BG:
Early universe (e.g. inflationary epoch) naturally provides a very high energy environment 
☞Imprints in cosmological observables? (CMB, LSS, 21 cm, GW…) 

— Timely! In light of the rich precision data in coming years

• A particular focus of this talk (an intriguing/inspiring example): 

            ⭐  Cosmological Collider as a Novel Probe for Leptogenesis ⭐
Observables: detectable, distinct patterns in primordial non-Gaussianity (bispectrum) 
                                                             (CMB, LSS, 21 cm)

Underlying physics: L-violating interactions, mass of massive RH Majorana neutrino, CP 
violating phases (essentials for LG)



Outline
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• A brief review of leptogenesis 

• Basics of cosmological (Higgs) collider physics

• Leptogenesis, neutrino masses and CP phases during inflation

• Cosmological (Higgs) collider signals of leptogenesis

• Conclusion
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• Essentials for generating an lepton asymmetry:

February 2, 2008 8:54 World Scientific Review Volume - 9in x 6in tasi06proc-MCC

24 M.-C. Chen
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Fig. 1.7. Diagrams in SM with RH neutrinos that contribute to the lepton number
asymmetry through the decays of the RH neutrinos. The asymmetry is generated due
to the interference of the tree-level diagram (a) and the one-loop vertex correction (b)
and self-energy (c) diagrams.

is generated due to the CP asymmetry that arises through the interference
of the tree level and one-loop diagrams, as shown in Fig. 1.7,
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In Fig. 1.7, the diagram (b) is the one-lop vertex correction, which gives
the term, f(x), in Eq. 1.89 after carrying out the loop integration,

f(x) =
$

x

'
1 " (1 + x) ln

(
1 + x

x

)*
. (1.90)

Diagram (c) is the one-loop self-energy. For |Mi " M1| % |!i " !1|, the
self-energy diagram gives the term

g(x) =

$
x

1 " x
, (1.91)

in Eq. 1.89. For hierarchical RH neutrino masses, M1 & M2, M3, the
asymmetry is then given by,

!1 # "
3
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(h"h†
")11
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i=2,3

Im

%
(h"h†

")21i

&
M1

Mi
. (1.92)

Note that when Nk and Nj in the self-energy diagram (c) have near degen-
erate masses, there can be resonant enhancement in the contributions from
the self-energy diagram to the asymmetry. Such resonant e"ect can allow

‣  generated by out-of-equilibrium decay of  heavy Majorana neutrinos  (tree+loop 
interference), couplings are L- and CP-violating (phases) 
 Realistic models: 3 generations of  ,  (Davidson-Ibarra bound); 
 At least 2 generations for non-zero interference  

‣Conversion to  via sphaleron process

ΔL Ni

Ni M1 ≳ 109GeV

ΔB

Close connection to Seesaw mechanism for SM neutrino masses (heavy )Ni
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• Washout effects: potential reduction of produced ΔL

• Prediction for baryon asymmetry:

 Inverse decay ( ) and   scattering may erase the produced asymmetryΔL = 1 2 → 2 ΔL = 2
 Parametrization of washout:

5

perature equals m1, r = �1/H(T = m1), i.e.,

r =
MPl

32⇡ ⇥ 1.7
p
g⇤

(y⌫y†⌫)11
m1

. (16)

r ⌧ 1 is the weak washout regime, while r � 1 leads to
strong washout that significantly suppresses the yield of
YB . The relation between r and  can be obtained by
solving Boltzmann equations relevant for YB evolution
[55, 56]. For our choice of parameters in Fig. 3 we are
always in the range 10 < r < 106, corresponding to a
moderate washout scenario. In this range it is good to
take the approximation  ' 0.3/(r log r)0.6 [56].
In Fig. 3 we take H = 1013 GeV and show the signal

size, namely the coe�cient of oscillating shape function
in (12), with m2 = 2m1, and scan over a range of mass
eigenvalue m1 and Yukawa coupling y12 within the per-
turbative regime. To give concrete examples, we take
R3

h = 1/2, 1/⇤ = y212/m1, '12 = ⇡/4, '5 = �⇡/3.
We also show the predicted baryon asymmetry YB to-
gether with its observed value today YB0 ⌘

nB�nB̄
s '

8.7⇥10�11, as inferred from CMB and BBN related mea-
surements [57, 58]. In Fig. 3, leptogenesis parameters
realizing the observed value is shown with the solid ma-
genta line, while contours with larger or smaller YB are
also shown to account for the possibility of late-time di-
lution or the presence of other sources for baryogenesis in
addition to leptogenesis considered here.
As we can see, a good range of the parameter space for

viable leptogenesis can lead to signals within reach of fu-
ture CMB/LSS/21 cm line experiments [59–62]. Further-
more, with a CHC calibrated with known SM processes
[32], it is possible to identify the neutrino signals out of
SM “backgrounds.” Note that the detection prospect
for a CHC signal is most distinct and promising when
m1 ⇠ H: for m1 � H, the signal would be strongly
suppressed as shown in Fig. 2, while for m1 ⌧ H the
Majorana mass becomes subdominant to the Dirac mass
term–in this case a CHC signal can be observable but re-
stores the familiar pattern known in the literature. Fur-
thermore, since the signal strength depends on H mainly
through the ratio m1/H, for a fixed m1, increasing (de-
creasing) H in Fig. 3 amounts to shifting all shadings
horizontally towards the right (left) side, while the lines
remain the same.

Discussion and Conclusion. In this Letter we pro-
pose a new method of using cosmological observations
to probe the well-motivated leptogenesis mechanism with
Majorana neutrinos, which to date is considered challeng-
ing to test directly due to the high energies/masses in-
volved. Specifically, we consider the scenario where the
SM Higgs has an appreciable contribution to the primor-
dial fluctuation during inflation. Based on Cosmologi-
cal (Higgs) Collider Physics, we demonstrated that this

FIG. 3. Contour plots for the amplitude of neutrino signal at
CHC f

(signal)
NL and baryon density YB predicted by the lepto-

genesis model on the 2D plane of Yukawa coupling y12 and
Majorana RH neutrino mass m1. The solid red line indicates
the observed value of baryon asymmetry, YB0.

scenario can lead to observable and distinct imprints of
the Higgs’ Yukawa couplings to heavy RH Majorana neu-
trinos and SM neutrinos in the primordial bispectrum.
Essential information about leptogenesis, such as the L-
violation, heavy RH neutrino masses (in the unit of the in-
flationary Hubble scale H), and the CP violating phases,
can be extracted from dedicated measurements of the pri-
mordial non-Gaussianity. Our work presents an intrigu-
ing case of how CC physics may shed light on the pro-
found puzzle of matter-antimatter asymmetry in our Uni-
verse, in light of the rich incoming data from CMB and
LSS observations targeting primordial non-Gaussianity.
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(Potential tension with detectable CC 
signal, later…)
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expected in the squeezed limit. This result is known in
the literature [29, 32] and is compatible with the scenario
of Dirac neutrino/Dirac leptogenesis.
2. If there is a Majorana-mass-induced mixed Yukawa

coupling but without CP phases, the correlator (9) would
be proportional to fm1fm2 + gm1gm2 with m1 6= m2. In
this case, there is a piece proportional to (⌧1⌧2)±i(em1�em2)

which is not canceled out at the leading order. We then
expect to see an oscillating signal at the leading order of
squeezeness with a single frequency given by em1 � em2.
The other possible combination em1 + em2 gets cancelled
for the same reason as in the case of Dirac mass.
3. If, in addition, the mixed Yukawa coupling con-

tains irremovable CP phases (as in the realistic leptoge-
nesis models), then the signal would be proportional to
cos('12+'5)fm1fm2 +cos('12�'5)gm1gm2 . In this case,
both (⌧1⌧2)±i(em1�em2) and (⌧1⌧2)±i(em1+em2) show up at the
leading order for generic '12 and '5. Therefore, this new
feature would reveal itself as two distinct sets of oscilla-
tion modes in the CHC signature at the leading order of
the squeezeness.
It is then straightforward to compute the 3-point corre-

lation function of �h and consequently the shape function
in (2). The result for non-Dirac case can be summarized
as follows. (The case of pure Dirac mass has been calcu-
lated before [29, 32].)

lim
%!0

S(%) = 2R3
hP

�1/2
⇣

y12
⇤

⇥
�
cos'5 cos'12Re

⇥
C(em1, em2)%

2+i(em1�em2)
⇤

+ sin'5 sin'12Re
⇥
C(em1,�em2)%

2+i(em1+em2)
⇤ 

, (12)

where

C(em1, em2) =
i

21+iem12⇡5

1

em2
12

(1 +
iem12

4
)(1� cosh em12⇡)

⇥ sinh(em12⇡)�(
1
2 � iem1)�(

1
2 + iem2)�(2 + iem1)

⇥ �(2� iem2)�
2(2 + iem12)�(�4� 2iem12), (13)

with em12 ⌘ em1 � em2.
Fig. 2 illustrates the signal shape function for the three

cases outlines above. The “Dirac” case is known in
the literature, while the “Majorana” and “Majorana+CP
phases” are new results from this work featuring di↵erent
oscillation patterns. The case of “Majorana+CP phases”
is most relevant to our study as it corresponds to a re-
alistic leptogenesis model. The “Majorana” case is also
worth noting as it represents a class of models with mass-
mixing couplings with new oscillation pattern. Here we
only present result for one pair of mixed mass eigenstates.
Given the three generations of neutrinos, it is possible
that more than one pair of mass eigenstates contribute
to the signal. However, according to (13), the signal

FIG. 2. The oscillatory shape function of the primordial bis-
pectrum (12) as a function of k1/k3 for the three cases we
consider in the text. We take mD = 0.5H for “Dirac”, and
take m1 = 0.5H and m2 = 1.5H for both “Majorana” and
“Majorana+CP.” We take '12 = ⇡/4 and '5 = �⇡/3 for
“Majorana+CP.” For all cases we take R

3
hy12H/⇤ = 1.

strength has sensitive dependence on the masses. Thus,
in general, we would expect only one pair of states con-
tribute predominantly.

Conditions for Baryon Asymmetry and Results.

We numerically scan parameter space to identify the re-
gions giving rise to observable CHC signals as well as
a successful leptogenesis. As we can see from (12), de-
tectable CHC signals favor large Yukawa couplings. On
the other hand, large Yukawa couplings poses a potential
tension with leptogenesis as they generally lead to strong
washout. We briefly review the washout e↵ect as follows.

The baryon asymmetry YB as predicted from leptoge-
nesis can be generally expressed as

YB =
cs

cs � 1

✏1
g⇤

, (14)

where cs = (8Nf+4)/(22Nf+13) is the sphaleron conver-
sion e�ciency factor, and cs = 28/79 ' 0.35 for Nf = 3.
g⇤ is the number of relativistic degrees during leptogen-
esis epoch, which is 106.75 for SM. ✏1 is the asymmetry
from the the decay of heavy RH neutrinos (assuming the
lightest N1 dominates the contribution), given by [54]
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The baryon asymmetry as calculated above is subject to
potential reduction by the so-called “washout” processes,
including the inverse decay and 2 ! 2 ◆L scattering. The
impact of washout is characterized by the washout fac-
tor , which is the ratio of the decay rate of the RH
neutrino, �1, to the the Hubble scale H when the tem-
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expected in the squeezed limit. This result is known in
the literature [29, 32] and is compatible with the scenario
of Dirac neutrino/Dirac leptogenesis.
2. If there is a Majorana-mass-induced mixed Yukawa

coupling but without CP phases, the correlator (9) would
be proportional to fm1fm2 + gm1gm2 with m1 6= m2. In
this case, there is a piece proportional to (⌧1⌧2)±i(em1�em2)

which is not canceled out at the leading order. We then
expect to see an oscillating signal at the leading order of
squeezeness with a single frequency given by em1 � em2.
The other possible combination em1 + em2 gets cancelled
for the same reason as in the case of Dirac mass.
3. If, in addition, the mixed Yukawa coupling con-

tains irremovable CP phases (as in the realistic leptoge-
nesis models), then the signal would be proportional to
cos('12+'5)fm1fm2 +cos('12�'5)gm1gm2 . In this case,
both (⌧1⌧2)±i(em1�em2) and (⌧1⌧2)±i(em1+em2) show up at the
leading order for generic '12 and '5. Therefore, this new
feature would reveal itself as two distinct sets of oscilla-
tion modes in the CHC signature at the leading order of
the squeezeness.
It is then straightforward to compute the 3-point corre-

lation function of �h and consequently the shape function
in (2). The result for non-Dirac case can be summarized
as follows. (The case of pure Dirac mass has been calcu-
lated before [29, 32].)
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with em12 ⌘ em1 � em2.
Fig. 2 illustrates the signal shape function for the three

cases outlines above. The “Dirac” case is known in
the literature, while the “Majorana” and “Majorana+CP
phases” are new results from this work featuring di↵erent
oscillation patterns. The case of “Majorana+CP phases”
is most relevant to our study as it corresponds to a re-
alistic leptogenesis model. The “Majorana” case is also
worth noting as it represents a class of models with mass-
mixing couplings with new oscillation pattern. Here we
only present result for one pair of mixed mass eigenstates.
Given the three generations of neutrinos, it is possible
that more than one pair of mass eigenstates contribute
to the signal. However, according to (13), the signal

FIG. 2. The oscillatory shape function of the primordial bis-
pectrum (12) as a function of k1/k3 for the three cases we
consider in the text. We take mD = 0.5H for “Dirac”, and
take m1 = 0.5H and m2 = 1.5H for both “Majorana” and
“Majorana+CP.” We take '12 = ⇡/4 and '5 = �⇡/3 for
“Majorana+CP.” For all cases we take R

3
hy12H/⇤ = 1.

strength has sensitive dependence on the masses. Thus,
in general, we would expect only one pair of states con-
tribute predominantly.

Conditions for Baryon Asymmetry and Results.

We numerically scan parameter space to identify the re-
gions giving rise to observable CHC signals as well as
a successful leptogenesis. As we can see from (12), de-
tectable CHC signals favor large Yukawa couplings. On
the other hand, large Yukawa couplings poses a potential
tension with leptogenesis as they generally lead to strong
washout. We briefly review the washout e↵ect as follows.

The baryon asymmetry YB as predicted from leptoge-
nesis can be generally expressed as

YB =
cs

cs � 1

✏1
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, (14)

where cs = (8Nf+4)/(22Nf+13) is the sphaleron conver-
sion e�ciency factor, and cs = 28/79 ' 0.35 for Nf = 3.
g⇤ is the number of relativistic degrees during leptogen-
esis epoch, which is 106.75 for SM. ✏1 is the asymmetry
from the the decay of heavy RH neutrinos (assuming the
lightest N1 dominates the contribution), given by [54]
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The baryon asymmetry as calculated above is subject to
potential reduction by the so-called “washout” processes,
including the inverse decay and 2 ! 2 ◆L scattering. The
impact of washout is characterized by the washout fac-
tor , which is the ratio of the decay rate of the RH
neutrino, �1, to the the Hubble scale H when the tem-
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is most relevant to our study as it corresponds to a re-
alistic leptogenesis model. The “Majorana” case is also
worth noting as it represents a class of models with mass-
mixing couplings with new oscillation pattern. Here we
only present result for one pair of mixed mass eigenstates.
Given the three generations of neutrinos, it is possible
that more than one pair of mass eigenstates contribute
to the signal. However, according to (13), the signal
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“Majorana+CP.” We take '12 = ⇡/4 and '5 = �⇡/3 for
“Majorana+CP.” For all cases we take R
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strength has sensitive dependence on the masses. Thus,
in general, we would expect only one pair of states con-
tribute predominantly.

Conditions for Baryon Asymmetry and Results.

We numerically scan parameter space to identify the re-
gions giving rise to observable CHC signals as well as
a successful leptogenesis. As we can see from (12), de-
tectable CHC signals favor large Yukawa couplings. On
the other hand, large Yukawa couplings poses a potential
tension with leptogenesis as they generally lead to strong
washout. We briefly review the washout e↵ect as follows.

The baryon asymmetry YB as predicted from leptoge-
nesis can be generally expressed as

YB =
cs

cs � 1

✏1
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, (14)

where cs = (8Nf+4)/(22Nf+13) is the sphaleron conver-
sion e�ciency factor, and cs = 28/79 ' 0.35 for Nf = 3.
g⇤ is the number of relativistic degrees during leptogen-
esis epoch, which is 106.75 for SM. ✏1 is the asymmetry
from the the decay of heavy RH neutrinos (assuming the
lightest N1 dominates the contribution), given by [54]
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The baryon asymmetry as calculated above is subject to
potential reduction by the so-called “washout” processes,
including the inverse decay and 2 ! 2 ◆L scattering. The
impact of washout is characterized by the washout fac-
tor , which is the ratio of the decay rate of the RH
neutrino, �1, to the the Hubble scale H when the tem-
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Cosmological Collider (CC) Physics 101

Large Hadron Collider
ATLAS detector

2

Cosmological Collider
The universe

3

Inflation

era of accelerated (exponential) expansion

The universe over time

• CC physics (Chen, Wang 2009; Baumann, Green 2011 Arkani-Hamed; Maldacena 2015…)
‣ Man-made, terrestrial collider physics:  
2D map of energy deposition in calorimeters→ physics 
of high energy collision (short distance): interactions, 
masses of new particles
‣ Cosmological collider physics:  
2D map of CMB or galaxy distribution (sourced by 
primordial fluctuation)→ physics of high energy 
inflationary Universe (new heavy particles, interactions…) Cosmic history:

 2D map

  
Hubble expansion 
energy (H) during 
inflation: up to 

!
→production of heavy 
particles well beyond 
the reach of LHC!

E = mc2

O(1013) GeV
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Cosmological Collider (CC) Physics 101

photon decoupling
CMB

galaxies formed
LSS survey

dark ages
21cm tomography

Gravitational waves

4

• Inflation: era of exponential expansion after the BB, address large scale homogeneity of the Universe 

• Primordial quantum fluctuation of a scalar field(s)  during inflation (e.g. inflaton), : seeds CMB 

anisotropies, structure formation (inhomogeneities)

ϕ δϕ

Single field slow-roll inflation

Inflation

explains how those fluctuations are generated

explains why CMB is nearly uniform

Simplest realization: single-scalar field in slow-roll (SFSR)  

“slow-roll” 
phase: 

potential is  
nearly flat

end of inflation

V (�)

�

era of accelerated (exponential) expansion

δϕ δϕ(x)

δρm(x) δT(x)

LSS CMB

-Primordial Fluctuations
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Cosmological Collider (CC) Physics 101Two puzzles of big-bang
cosmology:

1 - Why so uniform?

2 - Where were these
fluctuations from?

Basic picture

7

Planck 2018
k

Pζ (k)

“Fourier transform”

Evolve back in time

★ Reveal info about interactions of the field(s) 
contributing to primordial fluctuation (inflaton+…)

Collision (interactions!)

- How we extract information from the CMB

h�T (x1) · · · �T (xn)i
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→ ⟨ζ(x1) . . . ζ(xn)⟩ ⟨δT(k1) . . . δT(kn)⟩
⟨ζ(k1) . . . ζ(kn)⟩: curvature perturbation due to  ζ(x) δϕ

Fourier transform

• n=2: 2-point correlator ☞ power spectrum  

• n>2: Higher order correlations, bispectrum (3-pt), trispectrum (4-pt)☞ Non-Gaussianity!

Propagation 
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Cosmological Collider (CC) Physics 101
- How we discover new heavy particles with CC

3-pt correlation function: 
Non-Gaussianity: beyond the power spectrum
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tensor bispectrum

shape:

amplitude: fNL =
B

P 2
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Non-Gaussianity: beyond the power spectrum
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h��1
k1
��2
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��3
k3
i = (2⇡)3�(3)(k1 + k2 + k3)B

�1�2�3
� (k1, k2, k3)

tensor bispectrum

shape:

amplitude: fNL =
B

P 2
⇣

★Amplitude of non-G:  fNL ≃ |S(k, k, k) |

Signal size

h⇣k1⇣k2⇣k3i0 ⌘ (2⇡)4P 2
⇣

1

(k1k2k3)2
S(k1,k2,k3)

⌧ = 0
x1 x2x3

⇣
⇣

⇣

In the unit of Hubble: ⇣ = � H

�̇0

�� = �2⇡P 1/2
⇣ ��
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· (vertices) · (propagators)

fNL ⇠ (2⇡P 1/2
⇣ )�1h��3i
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1
13

: shape function S(k1, k2, k3)

Fourier transform
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Cosmological Collider (CC) Physics 101
- How we discover new heavy particles with CC

Future experiments Excluded
Strongly 
coupled

“non-Gaussianity”
fNL ' |S(k1,k3)|
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SPHEREx, 1412.4872

f (local)
NL = �0.9± 5.1

f (equil)
NL = �26± 47

f (ortho)
NL = �38± 24

<latexit sha1_base64="TzvAGihEPZR3vDwz/yUVPVjIKKA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TzvAGihEPZR3vDwz/yUVPVjIKKA=">AAALWXicnVZbb9s2FFa6rWudbU3Xx70Iczu0gOtZbpqkDwEKpBhaoN26IL0AkRtQEiUR5kUjqSYOod+33zDsZT9lh6IkW2oKDBNgg+c753w8PBdKUUGJ0rPZX1vXvvjyq+tf37g52v7m2+9u7dz+/q0SpYzxm1hQId9HSGFKOH6jiab4fSExYhHF76LlkdW/+4ilIoKf6FWBFwxlnKQkRhqgs53Ln9KzUOMLbX59WX1wq/tUxIg+qA4fzqZPwoL5j6dBGI6ussR/lKS2nO9Zw939z9gJqXNh7R4dWLv5Ltid7Yxn090nB/Ngz59NZ/VjF/v7u3tzP2iQsdc8r89u3/wzTERcMsx1TJFSp8Gs0AuDpCYxxdUoLBUuULxEGT6FJUcMq4Wpk1T59wBJ/FRI+HHt1+io76LTg4UhvCg15rHzSEvqa+Hb1PkJkTjWdAULFEsCm/pxjiSKNSS4R2UQU3YX1YvJMKRzqdIBCrZW8QmoViyqRveGBIVmF/2jMpyQki1MXX6F4z5TxPpyTDQe0KZ4xVnxEJVa9Jm5kAxRDNwl/Pd5oK5ISnE+OI2CwuQ46YNEiQRp3Gc3mURFTuL+acyFq1cvjkiIJUNyqXjJIixxcqhliScdLArMa2hhcqiUlDitRn5YrxXWZeGaAIZkqSb3Rv7mY8Fae3gqs2hhZpPZ9BH89qqJPzC1qfuPpqWkV1v2D5ZD+Bnhh9N9wicfGyGYBoQvTIYFw1quBqnkCbR/SqTSoLBjr+zAJwa8bFldhs6Jzgk3MJ71nFcG2qJejEKOz2PBGOKJCX85rk7nCxMmRBUUrZReURym0NEmnJhxUIWTyozn1cArlc6LReLC3L3C/u7QAwIIuXChgUriTaVkoK1Hg32i0zlOhdBcQM+aEGYtIrHpkAqGrmkiVQCBMSnJfrZwf3toGPCu62HsehBdREvc6WthYAB7rDqDWhgY5LRVu3IHk9lk+riOL8FpGEHdwghnmxWpnAonoMLAMVREGWp9ECUZd2E7F+RcBniUFa1HAemU5GLtUTiPAR5lqvVQZdRGoNZuyrkNlZtHFzKBmp4GC1dDeHGY36r7thkeNDQJMW19DQTboM/W4LM12Jpamhp2+MkaPWltWeTAKG0B5QAVyxZJHQIdumyhuKNqkJh2gcS0JS/gZIV9r3RmNDEdvXnZRZxvws87+BLQCElz2SEUikYRz+A9VcsSZOlkZ6Csxfr2rEODfOt1dFaaWj640ijmmc7DkpNmaQLGGjctO59woiUMZaM42VScbCieYb2hAWmt0gLiJFnuLvuWCMDjIUhIx0G6ykHF4FfkqG25ehJ0K9omzxC0UtsroE4w7fTYNm6hCK2vLosswWOJigJ1eWU2sSxKWkTmEHEu2rRCVIpk3Q6XsMNlHUAT4VHTRpE5as983EHH3UFeFebVmXGfM69pVXX+x7g79jG2N6CDX7AOfsFquElIspFplNSJHt5XImoGaokl9+es9EMBH3H2sm/BhxYdB/6GWK3tBzN6rj/hOycJ1oQm/5Mwv5IwR7rBrPs4WK97VCP76dd+3/mfX7ydT4PZNPh9d/x0t/kIvOH94P3o3fcCb9976j33XntvvNj7Z+v61q2tndHf21vbN7ZHzvTaVuNzx+s923f+Bbl7HeQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TzvAGihEPZR3vDwz/yUVPVjIKKA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TzvAGihEPZR3vDwz/yUVPVjIKKA=">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</latexit>

Planck 2018
1905.05697

O(1) in ~10yrs? O(0.01) ultimately
21cm tomography

Meerburg, Muñoz, Ali-
Haïmoud, Kamionkowski, 
1506.04152; Münchmeyer,
Muñoz, Chen, 1610.06559; 
Dizgah, Lee, Muñoz, Dvorkin
1801.07265; 
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fNL ' |S(k1,k3)|
<latexit sha1_base64="KtFe+tUdE7mJ4dPFJLwlU5q3bQM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KtFe+tUdE7mJ4dPFJLwlU5q3bQM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KtFe+tUdE7mJ4dPFJLwlU5q3bQM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KtFe+tUdE7mJ4dPFJLwlU5q3bQM=">AAALBXicnVZLj9xEEHbCKzGvBI5cLCZBiTQZxptAuESKlAglUgJh2Tyk9WjVbbft1vTD6W5nd7bjMxf+CheEuIDEkd/Av6HabXvG3hwQlrzb9VV91fXqHuOKUW2Wy3/OnX/r7Xfefe/CxfD9Dz786ONLlz95pmWtUvI0lUyqFxhpwqggTw01jLyoFEEcM/Icr+85/fNXRGkqxYHZVGTFUSFoTlNkADq69EV+lBhyYux3j5pEU05eRq9/vJZwHK2P4rn/f/P666NLs+Vi2T7R2UXcLWZB9zw5unzx7ySTac2JMClDWh/Gy8qsLFKGpow0YVJrUqF0jQpyCEuBONEr2ybURFcByaJcKniFiVo0HFNM/s3KUlHVhojUM/KaRUZGLs0oo4qkhm1ggVJFYdMoLZFCqYFijFxZxLXbRY9ishyZUul8goKtU5wB9YbjJrw6dVAZfjJOlZOM1nxl21Zpko49YT6WU2rIxG1ONoJXN1Bt5NizkIojRsB3DX/HfqDBSCl5PMlGQ2NKko1BqmWGDBl7t4VCVUnTcTb2xPdrFAeWcs2RWmtRc0wUye4YVZP5AMuKiBZa2RI6pRTJmzBK2rUmpq78EMBAr/X8ahjtPg5stXcOVYFXdjlfLm7C+3UzjyamrnT/0bRW7M2W48RKCL+g4s7iNhXzV50QL2IqVrYgkhOjNpNSigzGP6dKG1C4I6rd4cwssFxbfYWOqSmpsORl3Z7JxsJYtIswEeQ4lZwjkdnk2/3mcG9lk4zqiqGNNhtGkhwm2iZzO4ubZN7Y2V4zYeXKsziWJ/bKG+yvTBkQQCKkDw1UiuwqFQdtezT4GZ0pSS6lERJm1iZw1jBN7YA0cOi6IdIVOLA2p8WXDh5vDwMD7LYf1q0n0WFWk0HfChMD2GMzGLTCxKBkvdq3O54v54uv2vgykicY+pZgUux2pPEqkoGKgI+pAheo5yBGC+HD9hTkKRMcF1XPqKCcip5sGZVnTHBc6J6ha9xHoLc07WlT5W7qUmXQ08N45XuYIma/b665Ybjeucmo7ftrIdgOvb8F72/B3tS5aWGPH2zRg96WYw/ivAe0B3SqeiT3CEzouofSwVWHpGwIJGW98woyq9zvymDGMju4t4+GiMtd+MEAnwKKkbKnA8KgaQyJAn6nWlmBrLzsDbSz2N6ebWhQb7ONzkkL5w+uNEZEYcqkFrRb2pjzjmbUwEnmRsGh7BQHu4qDHcV9YnY0IG1VRkKctCj9Zd87AnB/ClI6+KBD56Bj8FYl6keuPQmmF92QFwhGqZ8VUGeEDXriBrfSlLVXl0PWwFijqkJDXbkrLMdZj6gSIi5lX1aIStNi2OEUdjhtA+givNeNEbb3+pz3B2h/SORxZR8fWf9d84Q1zcDfJ0Pa+8TdgB5+yAf4IW/hriDZTqVR1hZ6el9J3B2oNVEi2uN1lEj44HKXfQ/ecOgsjnbEZms/OaPH5oy/Y5oRQ1n2Px2Wb3RYItNhjj6Lt+uRqzCET794+qF3dvFsbxEvF/EPt2Z3b3UfgReCz4LPg2tBHNwO7gYPgifB0yANfg5+Df4I/gx/Cn8Jfwt/96bnz3WcT4PRE/71L22zBN8=</latexit>

10�4

<latexit sha1_base64="JDJLJ21RpYYUTvfp9y4UtvjY4qo=">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</latexit>

10�2

<latexit sha1_base64="4X2BChpN1bjOVqQxqRq3P243O4g=">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</latexit>

1

<latexit sha1_base64="heyhfLtN5fEnAU6PFCChIF4pE74=">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</latexit>

102

<latexit sha1_base64="1Z358Fo0HbG+60CkrT9D363WPTs=">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</latexit>

104

<latexit sha1_base64="eDSR8d8+vGR7ZWx636iiAFaBeYI=">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</latexit>

Gravity floor

Future experiments Excluded
Strongly 
coupled

“non-Gaussianity”
fNL ' |S(k1,k3)|

<latexit sha1_base64="KtFe+tUdE7mJ4dPFJLwlU5q3bQM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KtFe+tUdE7mJ4dPFJLwlU5q3bQM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KtFe+tUdE7mJ4dPFJLwlU5q3bQM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KtFe+tUdE7mJ4dPFJLwlU5q3bQM=">AAALBXicnVZLj9xEEHbCKzGvBI5cLCZBiTQZxptAuESKlAglUgJh2Tyk9WjVbbft1vTD6W5nd7bjMxf+CheEuIDEkd/Av6HabXvG3hwQlrzb9VV91fXqHuOKUW2Wy3/OnX/r7Xfefe/CxfD9Dz786ONLlz95pmWtUvI0lUyqFxhpwqggTw01jLyoFEEcM/Icr+85/fNXRGkqxYHZVGTFUSFoTlNkADq69EV+lBhyYux3j5pEU05eRq9/vJZwHK2P4rn/f/P666NLs+Vi2T7R2UXcLWZB9zw5unzx7ySTac2JMClDWh/Gy8qsLFKGpow0YVJrUqF0jQpyCEuBONEr2ybURFcByaJcKniFiVo0HFNM/s3KUlHVhojUM/KaRUZGLs0oo4qkhm1ggVJFYdMoLZFCqYFijFxZxLXbRY9ishyZUul8goKtU5wB9YbjJrw6dVAZfjJOlZOM1nxl21Zpko49YT6WU2rIxG1ONoJXN1Bt5NizkIojRsB3DX/HfqDBSCl5PMlGQ2NKko1BqmWGDBl7t4VCVUnTcTb2xPdrFAeWcs2RWmtRc0wUye4YVZP5AMuKiBZa2RI6pRTJmzBK2rUmpq78EMBAr/X8ahjtPg5stXcOVYFXdjlfLm7C+3UzjyamrnT/0bRW7M2W48RKCL+g4s7iNhXzV50QL2IqVrYgkhOjNpNSigzGP6dKG1C4I6rd4cwssFxbfYWOqSmpsORl3Z7JxsJYtIswEeQ4lZwjkdnk2/3mcG9lk4zqiqGNNhtGkhwm2iZzO4ubZN7Y2V4zYeXKsziWJ/bKG+yvTBkQQCKkDw1UiuwqFQdtezT4GZ0pSS6lERJm1iZw1jBN7YA0cOi6IdIVOLA2p8WXDh5vDwMD7LYf1q0n0WFWk0HfChMD2GMzGLTCxKBkvdq3O54v54uv2vgykicY+pZgUux2pPEqkoGKgI+pAheo5yBGC+HD9hTkKRMcF1XPqKCcip5sGZVnTHBc6J6ha9xHoLc07WlT5W7qUmXQ08N45XuYIma/b665Ybjeucmo7ftrIdgOvb8F72/B3tS5aWGPH2zRg96WYw/ivAe0B3SqeiT3CEzouofSwVWHpGwIJGW98woyq9zvymDGMju4t4+GiMtd+MEAnwKKkbKnA8KgaQyJAn6nWlmBrLzsDbSz2N6ebWhQb7ONzkkL5w+uNEZEYcqkFrRb2pjzjmbUwEnmRsGh7BQHu4qDHcV9YnY0IG1VRkKctCj9Zd87AnB/ClI6+KBD56Bj8FYl6keuPQmmF92QFwhGqZ8VUGeEDXriBrfSlLVXl0PWwFijqkJDXbkrLMdZj6gSIi5lX1aIStNi2OEUdjhtA+givNeNEbb3+pz3B2h/SORxZR8fWf9d84Q1zcDfJ0Pa+8TdgB5+yAf4IW/hriDZTqVR1hZ6el9J3B2oNVEi2uN1lEj44HKXfQ/ecOgsjnbEZms/OaPH5oy/Y5oRQ1n2Px2Wb3RYItNhjj6Lt+uRqzCET794+qF3dvFsbxEvF/EPt2Z3b3UfgReCz4LPg2tBHNwO7gYPgifB0yANfg5+Df4I/gx/Cn8Jfwt/96bnz3WcT4PRE/71L22zBN8=</latexit>

SPHEREx, 1412.4872

f (local)
NL = �0.9± 5.1

f (equil)
NL = �26± 47

f (ortho)
NL = �38± 24

<latexit sha1_base64="TzvAGihEPZR3vDwz/yUVPVjIKKA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TzvAGihEPZR3vDwz/yUVPVjIKKA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TzvAGihEPZR3vDwz/yUVPVjIKKA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TzvAGihEPZR3vDwz/yUVPVjIKKA=">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</latexit>

Planck 2018
1905.05697

O(1) in ~10yrs? O(0.01) ultimately
21cm tomography

Meerburg, Muñoz, Ali-
Haïmoud, Kamionkowski, 
1506.04152; Münchmeyer,
Muñoz, Chen, 1610.06559; 
Dizgah, Lee, Muñoz, Dvorkin
1801.07265; 
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fNL ' |S(k1,k3)|
<latexit sha1_base64="KtFe+tUdE7mJ4dPFJLwlU5q3bQM=">AAALBXicnVZLj9xEEHbCKzGvBI5cLCZBiTQZxptAuESKlAglUgJh2Tyk9WjVbbft1vTD6W5nd7bjMxf+CheEuIDEkd/Av6HabXvG3hwQlrzb9VV91fXqHuOKUW2Wy3/OnX/r7Xfefe/CxfD9Dz786ONLlz95pmWtUvI0lUyqFxhpwqggTw01jLyoFEEcM/Icr+85/fNXRGkqxYHZVGTFUSFoTlNkADq69EV+lBhyYux3j5pEU05eRq9/vJZwHK2P4rn/f/P666NLs+Vi2T7R2UXcLWZB9zw5unzx7ySTac2JMClDWh/Gy8qsLFKGpow0YVJrUqF0jQpyCEuBONEr2ybURFcByaJcKniFiVo0HFNM/s3KUlHVhojUM/KaRUZGLs0oo4qkhm1ggVJFYdMoLZFCqYFijFxZxLXbRY9ishyZUul8goKtU5wB9YbjJrw6dVAZfjJOlZOM1nxl21Zpko49YT6WU2rIxG1ONoJXN1Bt5NizkIojRsB3DX/HfqDBSCl5PMlGQ2NKko1BqmWGDBl7t4VCVUnTcTb2xPdrFAeWcs2RWmtRc0wUye4YVZP5AMuKiBZa2RI6pRTJmzBK2rUmpq78EMBAr/X8ahjtPg5stXcOVYFXdjlfLm7C+3UzjyamrnT/0bRW7M2W48RKCL+g4s7iNhXzV50QL2IqVrYgkhOjNpNSigzGP6dKG1C4I6rd4cwssFxbfYWOqSmpsORl3Z7JxsJYtIswEeQ4lZwjkdnk2/3mcG9lk4zqiqGNNhtGkhwm2iZzO4ubZN7Y2V4zYeXKsziWJ/bKG+yvTBkQQCKkDw1UiuwqFQdtezT4GZ0pSS6lERJm1iZw1jBN7YA0cOi6IdIVOLA2p8WXDh5vDwMD7LYf1q0n0WFWk0HfChMD2GMzGLTCxKBkvdq3O54v54uv2vgykicY+pZgUux2pPEqkoGKgI+pAheo5yBGC+HD9hTkKRMcF1XPqKCcip5sGZVnTHBc6J6ha9xHoLc07WlT5W7qUmXQ08N45XuYIma/b665Ybjeucmo7ftrIdgOvb8F72/B3tS5aWGPH2zRg96WYw/ivAe0B3SqeiT3CEzouofSwVWHpGwIJGW98woyq9zvymDGMju4t4+GiMtd+MEAnwKKkbKnA8KgaQyJAn6nWlmBrLzsDbSz2N6ebWhQb7ONzkkL5w+uNEZEYcqkFrRb2pjzjmbUwEnmRsGh7BQHu4qDHcV9YnY0IG1VRkKctCj9Zd87AnB/ClI6+KBD56Bj8FYl6keuPQmmF92QFwhGqZ8VUGeEDXriBrfSlLVXl0PWwFijqkJDXbkrLMdZj6gSIi5lX1aIStNi2OEUdjhtA+givNeNEbb3+pz3B2h/SORxZR8fWf9d84Q1zcDfJ0Pa+8TdgB5+yAf4IW/hriDZTqVR1hZ6el9J3B2oNVEi2uN1lEj44HKXfQ/ecOgsjnbEZms/OaPH5oy/Y5oRQ1n2Px2Wb3RYItNhjj6Lt+uRqzCET794+qF3dvFsbxEvF/EPt2Z3b3UfgReCz4LPg2tBHNwO7gYPgifB0yANfg5+Df4I/gx/Cn8Jfwt/96bnz3WcT4PRE/71L22zBN8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KtFe+tUdE7mJ4dPFJLwlU5q3bQM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KtFe+tUdE7mJ4dPFJLwlU5q3bQM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KtFe+tUdE7mJ4dPFJLwlU5q3bQM=">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</latexit>

10�4

<latexit sha1_base64="JDJLJ21RpYYUTvfp9y4UtvjY4qo=">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</latexit>

10�2

<latexit sha1_base64="4X2BChpN1bjOVqQxqRq3P243O4g=">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</latexit>

1

<latexit sha1_base64="heyhfLtN5fEnAU6PFCChIF4pE74=">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</latexit>

102

<latexit sha1_base64="1Z358Fo0HbG+60CkrT9D363WPTs=">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</latexit>

104

<latexit sha1_base64="eDSR8d8+vGR7ZWx636iiAFaBeYI=">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</latexit>

Gravity floor

Observational prospect for   : fNL

Now 
Planck 2018:

O(1) in 10 yrs? 
SPHEREx: launch 2024∼

O(0.01) ultimately 
21 cm tomography
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Cosmological Collider (CC) Physics 101
- How we discover new heavy particles with CC

Squeezed limit of bispectrum:   
☞ key for revealing new heavy particles

k1 ≃ k2 ≫ k3

• : more information beyond ! S(k1, k2, k3) fNL

k1

k3
=

eHtlate

eHtearly
= eHΔt

Small-momentum mode exits horizon 
 earlier during inflation 
☞ : measures time differencek1/k3

3

1
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• : more information beyond ! S(k1, k2, k3) fNL

k1

k3
=

eHtlate

eHtearly
= eHΔt

Small-momentum mode exits horizon 
 earlier during inflation 
☞ : measures time differencek1/k3

Basic picture

(k
3/
k 1
)⨯
S
(k
1,
k 2
,k
3)

ν� = 1 r = 0.3 r = 1 r = 3

ν� = 2

ν� = 3

1 10 100 1000 104
k3/k1

ν� = 4

Chen, Chua, Guo, Wang, ZZX, Xie, 1803.04412 Lee, Baumann, Pimentel, 1607.03735

⌧ = 0
x1 x2x3

⇣ ⇣ ⇣

S(k1,k3) = A(�,m)

✓
k3
k1

◆1/2±⌫

Ps(cos ✓)
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10

S(k1, k3) ∝ e−πm/HeimΔt

∼ e−πm/H(k1/k3)
im/H

Propagating, real 
 intermediate particle!

Boltmann factor ( )TdS ∼ H Oscillation (QM)

— Mass measurement! 
(C.f. bump hunting at the LHC)

Examples of : S(k1, k3)

3

1
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Cosmological Collider (CC) Physics 101
- Alternatives: Cosmological Higgs Collider

• Original CC: an inflaton collider  
— inflaton fully responsible for both homogeneity (exponential expansion) and inhomogeneity 

• Beyond the minimal (yet motivated!): Separate the tasks 
vacuum energy from inflaton, fluctuations from a different source (partially) 
☞Modulated reheating (Dvali, Gruzinov, Zaldarriaga 2003), application in CC (fewer params, larger ): 
‣ Cosmological Higgs Collider (CHC): Lu, Wang and Xianyu 2019 (relevant to this talk) 
‣ Curvaton collider: Kumar, Sundrum 2019

fNL

Standard  
inflation 

Modulated  
reheating
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Cosmological Collider (CC) Physics 101

Opportunities for high scale baryognesis?  
A benchmark: Leptogenesis  

Naturally suitable for CHC: heavy RH neutrino, coupling to SM Higgs

- Apply it for probing high scale leptogenesis?

•Attempts of probing BSM particle physics with CC physics: 
‣ SM particles (Chen, Wang, Xianyu 2016) 
‣ GUT physics (Kumar, Sundrum 2018) 
‣ Higgs potential at high energy (Hook, Huang, Racco 2019) 

      … 
—Cosmological collider: probe the impossibles for terrestrial colliders!
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Structure of Leptogenesis Model During Inflation 
— Masses, Couplings

•  Model for leptogenesis (Type-I Seesaw): heavy RH Majorana neutrino , SM lepton doublet 
 , couple to the SM Higgs . 

N
L = (ν, e−)T H

February 2, 2008 8:54 World Scientific Review Volume - 9in x 6in tasi06proc-MCC

24 M.-C. Chen

Nk
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Fig. 1.7. Diagrams in SM with RH neutrinos that contribute to the lepton number
asymmetry through the decays of the RH neutrinos. The asymmetry is generated due
to the interference of the tree-level diagram (a) and the one-loop vertex correction (b)
and self-energy (c) diagrams.

is generated due to the CP asymmetry that arises through the interference
of the tree level and one-loop diagrams, as shown in Fig. 1.7,
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In Fig. 1.7, the diagram (b) is the one-lop vertex correction, which gives
the term, f(x), in Eq. 1.89 after carrying out the loop integration,

f(x) =
$

x

'
1 " (1 + x) ln

(
1 + x

x

)*
. (1.90)

Diagram (c) is the one-loop self-energy. For |Mi " M1| % |!i " !1|, the
self-energy diagram gives the term

g(x) =

$
x

1 " x
, (1.91)

in Eq. 1.89. For hierarchical RH neutrino masses, M1 & M2, M3, the
asymmetry is then given by,

!1 # "
3

8#

1

(h"h†
")11

$

i=2,3

Im

%
(h"h†

")21i

&
M1

Mi
. (1.92)

Note that when Nk and Nj in the self-energy diagram (c) have near degen-
erate masses, there can be resonant enhancement in the contributions from
the self-energy diagram to the asymmetry. Such resonant e"ect can allow

Recall:  essential interactions/processes (post-inflationary)

Generate ΔL  transferred to  before EWPTΔL ΔB
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Structure of Leptogenesis Model During Inflation 
— Masses, Couplings

•  Distinct story when applying to CHC:  
During inflation Higgs gets a large VEV  ! quantum fluctuation (e.g. Bunch, Davies 1978), 
 : Hubble during inflation ➜ Distinct pattern of neutrino mass/mixing 

— different from both leptogenesis era ( ) and today—after EWPT ( ) 

v ∼ H ≫ vEW

H
v = 0 v = vEW
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Structure of Leptogenesis Model During Inflation 
— Masses, Couplings

•  Distinct story when applying to CHC:  
During inflation Higgs gets a large VEV  ! quantum fluctuation (e.g. Bunch, Davies 1978), 
 : Hubble during inflation ➜ Distinct pattern of neutrino mass/mixing 

— different from both leptogenesis era ( ) and today—after EWPT ( ) 

v ∼ H ≫ vEW

H
v = 0 v = vEW

 Take 1 generation of  as a toy example first: parametrize the Higgs asN
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2FIG. 1. 1-loop process contributing to SM and Majorana RH
neutrino signals at the CHC (i = 1, 2). See the text for expla-
nations.

acteristic oscillatory function of the momentum ratio
% ⌘ k3/k1. It is useful to express the signal in
terms of the conventionally defined dimensionless and
(nearly) scale-invariant shape function S(k1, k2, k3) ⌘

(k1k2k3)2/(4⇡2P⇣)2h⇣h,k1⇣h,k2⇣h,k3i
0 (0 symbol means

that the �-function for momentum conservation is re-
moved), as (see [48] for more details):

lim
%!0

S(%) = f (signal)
NL %↵ sin

�
! log %+ #

�
, (2)

where f (signal)
NL is the amplitude of the signal. The dimen-

sionless quantities (↵,!,#) measures the scaling behav-
ior, the frequency, and the phase of the oscillatory signal.
They can in principle be extracted from data, and are also
calculable for specific processes. Therefore these quanti-
ties provide very useful information about the massive
states mediating the process. It is previously known that
the signal mediated by a Dirac fermion of mass m via a
1-loop diagram is characterized by ↵ = 3 and ! = 2m/H
[32]. A key result of this Letter is that the Majorana
mass of the RH neutrino and CP phases innate to the
leptogenesis mechanism can generate new patterns in the
signal. In particular, the CHC signal with a Majorana
neutrino gives ↵ = 2 instead of 3, and the CP phases give
rise to more than one value of !, and the signal would be
superpositions of di↵erent oscillation patterns.

Leptogenesis, Neutrino masses and CP phases

during inflation. Leptogenesis mechanism satisfies the
general Sakharov conditions for baryogenesis in the fol-
lowing ways: 1) lepton number violation–via the Majo-
rana masses of the RH neutrino N ’s and the Yukawa
couplings of the N ’s to the SM Higgs (H) and SM lep-
ton doublet L, 2) CP violation–via the CP phases in the
Yukawa couplings and the interference between tree-level
and loop process of N decay, and 3) out of equilibrium–
via the decay process [1, 53]. A non-vanishing lepton
asymmetry requires at least two generations of N ’s, while
three generations are typically considered in leptogenesis

literature. The N decay typically happens well above the
electroweak scale, so that the lepton asymmetry can be
transferred to baryon asymmetry via sphaleron.
A key observation is that, when there is a Majorana

mass term as in leptogenesis or Type I seesaw, the mass
matrix and the Higgs couplings cannot be simultaneously
diagonalized. This results in a new type of Yukawa cou-
pling that mixes di↵erent mass eigenstates and thus dis-
tinct CHC signals. The following derivations closely fol-
low the standard neutrino seesaw model, with the key
di↵erence that H’s VEV is typically around the Hubble
scale H during inflation, and consequently the neutrino
mass/mixing pattern is very di↵erent in the inflationary
era, vs. the later leptogenesis epoch or current day.
One generation su�ces to demonstrate how the mixed

coupling arises. Consider the usual Type I seesaw with
one generation of N and SM lepton doublet L = (⌫, e�)T .
In CHC the Higgs gets a nonzero VEV v ⇠ H during in-
flation due to quantum fluctuations. Here the inflationary
Hubble parameter H is required to be higher than elec-
troweak (EW) scale for the original CHC mechanism [32]
to work. Parametrizing the Higgs asH = (0, (v+h)/

p
2)T

and focusing on neutrinos only, we have
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where mD ⌘ yv/
p
2. The U(2) symmetry of the kinetic

term allows us to choose mD and mN to be real without
loss of generality, and also to rotate to mass eigenstates
 ± with mass eigenvalues m± = 1

2 (mN ±
p

m2
N + 4m2

D).
In the post-inflationary epoch such as during leptogenesis
or current-day, Higgs resides in its true vacuum, with the
VEV being 0 (vEW ) before (after) EW phase transition
(EWPT), thus mD ⌧ mN , such that m� ⌧ m+, and
the seesaw mechanism for SM neutrino masses is realized
after EWPT. But during inflation mD ⇠ mN ⇠ H is
likely, therefore  ± could have comparable masses.

Although these are mostly familiar results, the im-
portant point is that the Higgs coupling matrix cannot
be simultaneously diagonalized by the above rotations.
Rather, it takes the following form after the rotation:

L �
mDh

v
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mD( 2

� �  2
+) +mN � +

i
, (4)

with a nonzero trilinear coupling that mixes  ± when
mN 6= 0. As we will see, this mixed Yukawa coupling in
the mass eigenstates can give rise to a unique signal in
3-point function of Higgs, and thus can be viewed as a
signature of Majorana neutrino mass.

Realistic leptogenesis model typically involves 3 gener-
ations of RH N ’s. With nonzero Majorana mass terms,
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and loop process of N decay, and 3) out of equilibrium–
via the decay process [1, 53]. A non-vanishing lepton
asymmetry requires at least two generations of N ’s, while
three generations are typically considered in leptogenesis

literature. The N decay typically happens well above the
electroweak scale, so that the lepton asymmetry can be
transferred to baryon asymmetry via sphaleron.
A key observation is that, when there is a Majorana

mass term as in leptogenesis or Type I seesaw, the mass
matrix and the Higgs couplings cannot be simultaneously
diagonalized. This results in a new type of Yukawa cou-
pling that mixes di↵erent mass eigenstates and thus dis-
tinct CHC signals. The following derivations closely fol-
low the standard neutrino seesaw model, with the key
di↵erence that H’s VEV is typically around the Hubble
scale H during inflation, and consequently the neutrino
mass/mixing pattern is very di↵erent in the inflationary
era, vs. the later leptogenesis epoch or current day.
One generation su�ces to demonstrate how the mixed

coupling arises. Consider the usual Type I seesaw with
one generation of N and SM lepton doublet L = (⌫, e�)T .
In CHC the Higgs gets a nonzero VEV v ⇠ H during in-
flation due to quantum fluctuations. Here the inflationary
Hubble parameter H is required to be higher than elec-
troweak (EW) scale for the original CHC mechanism [32]
to work. Parametrizing the Higgs asH = (0, (v+h)/
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or current-day, Higgs resides in its true vacuum, with the
VEV being 0 (vEW ) before (after) EW phase transition
(EWPT), thus mD ⌧ mN , such that m� ⌧ m+, and
the seesaw mechanism for SM neutrino masses is realized
after EWPT. But during inflation mD ⇠ mN ⇠ H is
likely, therefore  ± could have comparable masses.
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with a nonzero trilinear coupling that mixes  ± when
mN 6= 0. As we will see, this mixed Yukawa coupling in
the mass eigenstates can give rise to a unique signal in
3-point function of Higgs, and thus can be viewed as a
signature of Majorana neutrino mass.

Realistic leptogenesis model typically involves 3 gener-
ations of RH N ’s. With nonzero Majorana mass terms,
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signal. In particular, the CHC signal with a Majorana
neutrino gives ↵ = 2 instead of 3, and the CP phases give
rise to more than one value of !, and the signal would be
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A key observation is that, when there is a Majorana
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matrix and the Higgs couplings cannot be simultaneously
diagonalized. This results in a new type of Yukawa cou-
pling that mixes di↵erent mass eigenstates and thus dis-
tinct CHC signals. The following derivations closely fol-
low the standard neutrino seesaw model, with the key
di↵erence that H’s VEV is typically around the Hubble
scale H during inflation, and consequently the neutrino
mass/mixing pattern is very di↵erent in the inflationary
era, vs. the later leptogenesis epoch or current day.
One generation su�ces to demonstrate how the mixed
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In the post-inflationary epoch such as during leptogenesis
or current-day, Higgs resides in its true vacuum, with the
VEV being 0 (vEW ) before (after) EW phase transition
(EWPT), thus mD ⌧ mN , such that m� ⌧ m+, and
the seesaw mechanism for SM neutrino masses is realized
after EWPT. But during inflation mD ⇠ mN ⇠ H is
likely, therefore  ± could have comparable masses.

Although these are mostly familiar results, the im-
portant point is that the Higgs coupling matrix cannot
be simultaneously diagonalized by the above rotations.
Rather, it takes the following form after the rotation:
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with a nonzero trilinear coupling that mixes  ± when
mN 6= 0. As we will see, this mixed Yukawa coupling in
the mass eigenstates can give rise to a unique signal in
3-point function of Higgs, and thus can be viewed as a
signature of Majorana neutrino mass.

Realistic leptogenesis model typically involves 3 gener-
ations of RH N ’s. With nonzero Majorana mass terms,
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They can in principle be extracted from data, and are also
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ties provide very useful information about the massive
states mediating the process. It is previously known that
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1-loop diagram is characterized by ↵ = 3 and ! = 2m/H
[32]. A key result of this Letter is that the Majorana
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leptogenesis mechanism can generate new patterns in the
signal. In particular, the CHC signal with a Majorana
neutrino gives ↵ = 2 instead of 3, and the CP phases give
rise to more than one value of !, and the signal would be
superpositions of di↵erent oscillation patterns.
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during inflation. Leptogenesis mechanism satisfies the
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lowing ways: 1) lepton number violation–via the Majo-
rana masses of the RH neutrino N ’s and the Yukawa
couplings of the N ’s to the SM Higgs (H) and SM lep-
ton doublet L, 2) CP violation–via the CP phases in the
Yukawa couplings and the interference between tree-level
and loop process of N decay, and 3) out of equilibrium–
via the decay process [1, 53]. A non-vanishing lepton
asymmetry requires at least two generations of N ’s, while
three generations are typically considered in leptogenesis

literature. The N decay typically happens well above the
electroweak scale, so that the lepton asymmetry can be
transferred to baryon asymmetry via sphaleron.
A key observation is that, when there is a Majorana

mass term as in leptogenesis or Type I seesaw, the mass
matrix and the Higgs couplings cannot be simultaneously
diagonalized. This results in a new type of Yukawa cou-
pling that mixes di↵erent mass eigenstates and thus dis-
tinct CHC signals. The following derivations closely fol-
low the standard neutrino seesaw model, with the key
di↵erence that H’s VEV is typically around the Hubble
scale H during inflation, and consequently the neutrino
mass/mixing pattern is very di↵erent in the inflationary
era, vs. the later leptogenesis epoch or current day.
One generation su�ces to demonstrate how the mixed

coupling arises. Consider the usual Type I seesaw with
one generation of N and SM lepton doublet L = (⌫, e�)T .
In CHC the Higgs gets a nonzero VEV v ⇠ H during in-
flation due to quantum fluctuations. Here the inflationary
Hubble parameter H is required to be higher than elec-
troweak (EW) scale for the original CHC mechanism [32]
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term allows us to choose mD and mN to be real without
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In the post-inflationary epoch such as during leptogenesis
or current-day, Higgs resides in its true vacuum, with the
VEV being 0 (vEW ) before (after) EW phase transition
(EWPT), thus mD ⌧ mN , such that m� ⌧ m+, and
the seesaw mechanism for SM neutrino masses is realized
after EWPT. But during inflation mD ⇠ mN ⇠ H is
likely, therefore  ± could have comparable masses.

Although these are mostly familiar results, the im-
portant point is that the Higgs coupling matrix cannot
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with a nonzero trilinear coupling that mixes  ± when
mN 6= 0. As we will see, this mixed Yukawa coupling in
the mass eigenstates can give rise to a unique signal in
3-point function of Higgs, and thus can be viewed as a
signature of Majorana neutrino mass.

Realistic leptogenesis model typically involves 3 gener-
ations of RH N ’s. With nonzero Majorana mass terms,
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low the standard neutrino seesaw model, with the key
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era, vs. the later leptogenesis epoch or current day.
One generation su�ces to demonstrate how the mixed
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In the post-inflationary epoch such as during leptogenesis
or current-day, Higgs resides in its true vacuum, with the
VEV being 0 (vEW ) before (after) EW phase transition
(EWPT), thus mD ⌧ mN , such that m� ⌧ m+, and
the seesaw mechanism for SM neutrino masses is realized
after EWPT. But during inflation mD ⇠ mN ⇠ H is
likely, therefore  ± could have comparable masses.
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mN 6= 0. As we will see, this mixed Yukawa coupling in
the mass eigenstates can give rise to a unique signal in
3-point function of Higgs, and thus can be viewed as a
signature of Majorana neutrino mass.

Realistic leptogenesis model typically involves 3 gener-
ations of RH N ’s. With nonzero Majorana mass terms,
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neutrino gives ↵ = 2 instead of 3, and the CP phases give
rise to more than one value of !, and the signal would be
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tinct CHC signals. The following derivations closely fol-
low the standard neutrino seesaw model, with the key
di↵erence that H’s VEV is typically around the Hubble
scale H during inflation, and consequently the neutrino
mass/mixing pattern is very di↵erent in the inflationary
era, vs. the later leptogenesis epoch or current day.
One generation su�ces to demonstrate how the mixed
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In the post-inflationary epoch such as during leptogenesis
or current-day, Higgs resides in its true vacuum, with the
VEV being 0 (vEW ) before (after) EW phase transition
(EWPT), thus mD ⌧ mN , such that m� ⌧ m+, and
the seesaw mechanism for SM neutrino masses is realized
after EWPT. But during inflation mD ⇠ mN ⇠ H is
likely, therefore  ± could have comparable masses.
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with a nonzero trilinear coupling that mixes  ± when
mN 6= 0. As we will see, this mixed Yukawa coupling in
the mass eigenstates can give rise to a unique signal in
3-point function of Higgs, and thus can be viewed as a
signature of Majorana neutrino mass.
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A key observation is that, when there is a Majorana
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One generation su�ces to demonstrate how the mixed

coupling arises. Consider the usual Type I seesaw with
one generation of N and SM lepton doublet L = (⌫, e�)T .
In CHC the Higgs gets a nonzero VEV v ⇠ H during in-
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Hubble parameter H is required to be higher than elec-
troweak (EW) scale for the original CHC mechanism [32]
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term allows us to choose mD and mN to be real without
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In the post-inflationary epoch such as during leptogenesis
or current-day, Higgs resides in its true vacuum, with the
VEV being 0 (vEW ) before (after) EW phase transition
(EWPT), thus mD ⌧ mN , such that m� ⌧ m+, and
the seesaw mechanism for SM neutrino masses is realized
after EWPT. But during inflation mD ⇠ mN ⇠ H is
likely, therefore  ± could have comparable masses.

Although these are mostly familiar results, the im-
portant point is that the Higgs coupling matrix cannot
be simultaneously diagonalized by the above rotations.
Rather, it takes the following form after the rotation:
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with a nonzero trilinear coupling that mixes  ± when
mN 6= 0. As we will see, this mixed Yukawa coupling in
the mass eigenstates can give rise to a unique signal in
3-point function of Higgs, and thus can be viewed as a
signature of Majorana neutrino mass.

Realistic leptogenesis model typically involves 3 gener-
ations of RH N ’s. With nonzero Majorana mass terms,
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They can in principle be extracted from data, and are also
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ties provide very useful information about the massive
states mediating the process. It is previously known that
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1-loop diagram is characterized by ↵ = 3 and ! = 2m/H
[32]. A key result of this Letter is that the Majorana
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leptogenesis mechanism can generate new patterns in the
signal. In particular, the CHC signal with a Majorana
neutrino gives ↵ = 2 instead of 3, and the CP phases give
rise to more than one value of !, and the signal would be
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asymmetry requires at least two generations of N ’s, while
three generations are typically considered in leptogenesis

literature. The N decay typically happens well above the
electroweak scale, so that the lepton asymmetry can be
transferred to baryon asymmetry via sphaleron.
A key observation is that, when there is a Majorana

mass term as in leptogenesis or Type I seesaw, the mass
matrix and the Higgs couplings cannot be simultaneously
diagonalized. This results in a new type of Yukawa cou-
pling that mixes di↵erent mass eigenstates and thus dis-
tinct CHC signals. The following derivations closely fol-
low the standard neutrino seesaw model, with the key
di↵erence that H’s VEV is typically around the Hubble
scale H during inflation, and consequently the neutrino
mass/mixing pattern is very di↵erent in the inflationary
era, vs. the later leptogenesis epoch or current day.
One generation su�ces to demonstrate how the mixed

coupling arises. Consider the usual Type I seesaw with
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term allows us to choose mD and mN to be real without
loss of generality, and also to rotate to mass eigenstates
 ± with mass eigenvalues m± = 1
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D).
In the post-inflationary epoch such as during leptogenesis
or current-day, Higgs resides in its true vacuum, with the
VEV being 0 (vEW ) before (after) EW phase transition
(EWPT), thus mD ⌧ mN , such that m� ⌧ m+, and
the seesaw mechanism for SM neutrino masses is realized
after EWPT. But during inflation mD ⇠ mN ⇠ H is
likely, therefore  ± could have comparable masses.

Although these are mostly familiar results, the im-
portant point is that the Higgs coupling matrix cannot
be simultaneously diagonalized by the above rotations.
Rather, it takes the following form after the rotation:
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with a nonzero trilinear coupling that mixes  ± when
mN 6= 0. As we will see, this mixed Yukawa coupling in
the mass eigenstates can give rise to a unique signal in
3-point function of Higgs, and thus can be viewed as a
signature of Majorana neutrino mass.

Realistic leptogenesis model typically involves 3 gener-
ations of RH N ’s. With nonzero Majorana mass terms,
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low the standard neutrino seesaw model, with the key
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scale H during inflation, and consequently the neutrino
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term allows us to choose mD and mN to be real without
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In the post-inflationary epoch such as during leptogenesis
or current-day, Higgs resides in its true vacuum, with the
VEV being 0 (vEW ) before (after) EW phase transition
(EWPT), thus mD ⌧ mN , such that m� ⌧ m+, and
the seesaw mechanism for SM neutrino masses is realized
after EWPT. But during inflation mD ⇠ mN ⇠ H is
likely, therefore  ± could have comparable masses.

Although these are mostly familiar results, the im-
portant point is that the Higgs coupling matrix cannot
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with a nonzero trilinear coupling that mixes  ± when
mN 6= 0. As we will see, this mixed Yukawa coupling in
the mass eigenstates can give rise to a unique signal in
3-point function of Higgs, and thus can be viewed as a
signature of Majorana neutrino mass.

Realistic leptogenesis model typically involves 3 gener-
ations of RH N ’s. With nonzero Majorana mass terms,
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literature. The N decay typically happens well above the
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transferred to baryon asymmetry via sphaleron.
A key observation is that, when there is a Majorana
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diagonalized. This results in a new type of Yukawa cou-
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low the standard neutrino seesaw model, with the key
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mass/mixing pattern is very di↵erent in the inflationary
era, vs. the later leptogenesis epoch or current day.
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term allows us to choose mD and mN to be real without
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In the post-inflationary epoch such as during leptogenesis
or current-day, Higgs resides in its true vacuum, with the
VEV being 0 (vEW ) before (after) EW phase transition
(EWPT), thus mD ⌧ mN , such that m� ⌧ m+, and
the seesaw mechanism for SM neutrino masses is realized
after EWPT. But during inflation mD ⇠ mN ⇠ H is
likely, therefore  ± could have comparable masses.

Although these are mostly familiar results, the im-
portant point is that the Higgs coupling matrix cannot
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with a nonzero trilinear coupling that mixes  ± when
mN 6= 0. As we will see, this mixed Yukawa coupling in
the mass eigenstates can give rise to a unique signal in
3-point function of Higgs, and thus can be viewed as a
signature of Majorana neutrino mass.

Realistic leptogenesis model typically involves 3 gener-
ations of RH N ’s. With nonzero Majorana mass terms,
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In the post-inflationary epoch such as during leptogenesis
or current-day, Higgs resides in its true vacuum, with the
VEV being 0 (vEW ) before (after) EW phase transition
(EWPT), thus mD ⌧ mN , such that m� ⌧ m+, and
the seesaw mechanism for SM neutrino masses is realized
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mN 6= 0. As we will see, this mixed Yukawa coupling in
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3-point function of Higgs, and thus can be viewed as a
signature of Majorana neutrino mass.
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In the post-inflationary epoch such as during leptogenesis
or current-day, Higgs resides in its true vacuum, with the
VEV being 0 (vEW ) before (after) EW phase transition
(EWPT), thus mD ⌧ mN , such that m� ⌧ m+, and
the seesaw mechanism for SM neutrino masses is realized
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Rather, it takes the following form after the rotation:

L �
mDh

v
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m2
N + 4m2

D

h
mD( 2

� �  2
+) +mN � +

i
, (4)

with a nonzero trilinear coupling that mixes  ± when
mN 6= 0. As we will see, this mixed Yukawa coupling in
the mass eigenstates can give rise to a unique signal in
3-point function of Higgs, and thus can be viewed as a
signature of Majorana neutrino mass.

Realistic leptogenesis model typically involves 3 gener-
ations of RH N ’s. With nonzero Majorana mass terms,

⟹

★  during inflation— no Seesaw! ⇒  
★ Mass matrix and Higgs Yukawa couplings cannot be 

simultaneously diagonalized

mD ∼ mN ∼ H m+ ∼ m− Sizable Yukawa coupling mixing mass eigenstates! 
☞ Novel pattern of CHC signal
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Yanou Cui and Zhong-Zhi Xianyu

In this Supplemental Material we explain details about the Higgs Yukawa couplings with three generations of Majo-
rana neutrinos and present the full calculation for the 3-point correlator of the Higgs fluctuations for the leptogenesis
model we consider.

I. Higgs-Yukawa with 3 generations

The discussion in the main text about the Higgs-Yukawa coupling with Majorana mass term can be directly gener-
alized to 3 generations. The Lagrangian can be written as

�L = ⌫†i i�
µ@µ⌫i +N†

i i�
µ@µNi +

h
mDij

�
1 +

h

v

�
⌫iNj �

1

2
mNijNiNj + c.c.

i
. (S1)

Here bothmDij andmNij are complex 3⇥3 matrices. We can use the U(6) symmetry of the kinetic terms to diagonalize
the full 6⇥6 mass matrix similar as we did in the main text for 1 generation. Again we expect that the Higgs coupling
matrix cannot be simultaneously diagonalized in the presence of Majorana mass, thus we have Yukawa couplings that
mix di↵erent mass eigenstates and lead to unique cosmological collider signals. More explicitly, we can parameterize
the U(6) rotation O that diagonalize the mass matrix as

O =

✓
A B
C D

◆
, (S2)

where A,B,C,D are 3⇥ 3 complex matrices, and O satisfies the unitary condition OO† = I. By construction,

OT

✓
0 �mD

�mD mN

◆
O =

✓
M1 0
0 M2

◆
, (S3)

where M1 = diag(m1,m2,m3) and M2 = diag(m4,m5,m6) represent the two diagonal blocks of the diagonalized mass
matrix M . With this we can find the Higgs coupling matrix in the mass eigenbasis, as,

L �
h

2v

�
 1, · · · , 6

�✓M1 � CTmNC �CTmND
�DTmNC M2 �DTmND

◆
0

B@
 1
...
 6

1

CA , (S4)

where  i (i = 1, · · · , 6) denotes the mass eigenstate.

It is clear that in the case of mN = 0, the Higgs coupling matrix is simply proportional to the mass matrix and
thus the two can be simultaneously diagonalized, with non-negative real diagonal elements. No mixing could occur in
the Yukawa couplings in this case. But when there is nonzero Majorana mass, the Higgs Yukawa matrix is no longer
diagonalized in the mass eigenbasis. In addition, we have no further freedom to rotate  i as long as mi is not zero. So
we would in general expect that the Yukawa matrix contains irremovable complex phases. These phases can generate
the desired CP violation when the heavy neutrino decays.
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where  i (i = 1, · · · , 6) denotes the mass eigenstate.

It is clear that in the case of mN = 0, the Higgs coupling matrix is simply proportional to the mass matrix and
thus the two can be simultaneously diagonalized, with non-negative real diagonal elements. No mixing could occur in
the Yukawa couplings in this case. But when there is nonzero Majorana mass, the Higgs Yukawa matrix is no longer
diagonalized in the mass eigenbasis. In addition, we have no further freedom to rotate  i as long as mi is not zero. So
we would in general expect that the Yukawa matrix contains irremovable complex phases. These phases can generate
the desired CP violation when the heavy neutrino decays.

•  Generalize to  realistic 3 generation ’s:  
 mixed Yukawa couplings persist, plus CP phases

N

 Rotate to mass eigenstates:

Structure of Leptogenesis Model During Inflation 
— Masses, Couplings
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3

the above result of Yukawa coupling to mixed mass eigen-
states still apply, but with the new feature that these cou-
plings generally contain irremovable CP phases. As we
will see below, these phases introduce yet another new
pattern in the CHC signal. Details about the Yukawa
couplings with three generations of N ’s are given in the
Supplementary Material.
Cosmological (Higgs) Collider Signals of Lepto-

genesis. In the discussion above, we have highlighted the
specific patterns of Higgs couplings to neutrinos in a real-
istic leptogenesis model: the Yukawa couplings mix di↵er-
ent mass eigenstates and carry nonzero complex phases.
In this section we will demonstrate their distinctive phys-
ical consequences on the CHC observables, with essential
steps for the calculation given. Further details are given
in the Supplementary Material.
The central object to calculate is the 3-point correla-

tion function of the Higgs fluctuation, namely the left di-
agram in Fig. 1. The CHC signal appears when the blue
lines carry momenta much smaller than the black lines,
i.e., in the squeezed limit. In this configuration it proves
advantageous to take an EFT limit for the bottom black
line in the triangle, which e↵ectively shrinks the line into
a point vertex, as shown in the right diagram of Fig. 1.
Then it is straightforward to use the diagrammatic rule
[28] to write down an expression for this process:

h�hk1�hk2�hk3i
0 =

X

a,b=±
ab

Z 0

�1
d⌧1d⌧2a

4(⌧1)a
4(⌧2)

⇥Ga(k1, ⌧1)Ga(k2⌧1)Gb(k3, ⌧2)I(k3; ⌧1, ⌧2), (5)

where ⌧ is conformal time, a = �1/(H⌧) is the scale
factor, a, b = ± are Schwinger-Keldysh indices, Ga is the
boundary-to-bulk �h propagator and I is the fermion 1-
loop integral including couplings (The Schwinger-Keldysh
indices for I can be neglected so far as the oscillatory
signal is the only concern):

I(k; ⌧1, ⌧2) =

Z
d3X e�ik·X

hO1(⌧1,X)O(⌧2,0)i, (6)

where the two e↵ective operators O1,2, shown in the right
diagram in Fig. 1, will be discussed below.

Based on the discussion in the last section, we can write
the most general Yukawa coupling mixing a pair of mass
eigenstate as

�L = �hO1, O1 ⌘ y12(e
i'12 1 2 + c.c.), (7)

where  1,2 are Weyl spinors and mass eigenstates with
masses m1,2. Generally we have m1 6= m2 (m1 = m2)
with (without) the presence of Majorama mass in the
original Lagrangian. We set y12 to be real and positive
and isolate the CP phase '12. O1 accounts for the upper

vertex in the right diagram in Fig. 1. Note that the diago-
nal case O1 = yii i i+ c.c. (i = 1, 2) can also contribute
to the signal, but this is not mass mixing and the signal
would be identical to the case of “Dirac” to be discussed
below. Nevertheless even if the diagonal case contribu-
tion is sizable, the new signal predicted in this work can
be extracted by dedicated template fitting.
The lower vertex in the right diagram in Fig. 1 is an

e↵ective vertex with the “local” neutrino integrated out
as explained above. This e↵ective coupling takes the form

�L =
1

2
(�h)2O2, O2 ⌘

1

⇤
(ei'5 1 2 + c.c.), (8)

where we denote the absolute value of e↵ective coupling
y12(y11/m1 + y22/m2) by an e↵ective cuto↵ 1/⇤ and its
phase by '5.

Now we do the Wick contraction of these two vertices
with the spinor trace taken as well:

hO1(x)O2(y)i = �
4y12
⇤

h
cos('12 + '5)gm1(x, y)gm2(x, y)

+ cos('12 � '5)fm1(x, y)fm2(x, y)
i
. (9)

Here gm and fm are functions of mass m and positions
x = (⌧1,X) and y = (⌧2,0), given explicitly in [29]. The
minus sign comes from the anticommutativity of spinors.

The oscillatory signal in CHC bispectrum can be found
by expanding fm and gm in the late time limit ⌧1,2 ! 0:

ifm(x, y) = 2Re

⇢
�(2� iem)�( 1

2 + iem)

4⇡5/2

⇣ ⌧1⌧2
X2

⌘3/2�iem

⇥


1 +

�
3� 4em(2i + em)

�
(⌧21 + ⌧22 )� 6⌧1⌧2

2(1� 2iem)X2

��
, (10)

gm(x, y) = 2Re

⇢
�(2� iem)�( 1

2 + iem)

4⇡5/2
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X2

⌘3/2�iem

⇥


1 +

�
3� 4em(2i + em)

�
(⌧21 + ⌧22 ) + 6⌧1⌧2

2(1� 2iem)X2

��
. (11)

Here and later in the text, any mass with a tilde denotes
its dimensionless value measured in unit of H, namely
em = m/H, and X ⌘ |X|. We see that ifm and gm are
identical at the leading order and the di↵erence appears
only at the next to leading order. This has important
consequences:

1. For pure Dirac mass, the Yukawa coupling is diago-
nalizable with real eigenvalues. Therefore, in (9), hO1O2i

is proportional to f2
mi

+g2mi
, with i = 1, 2. This combina-

tion is zero at the leading order in ⌧ when ⌧ ! 0, and its
e↵ect shows up only at the next order in ⌧ . When calcu-
lating the in-in correlator, the power-law dependence on ⌧
gets translated to a scaling in the k-ratio. As a result, the
signal with Dirac mass alone decays faster than naively
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below. Nevertheless even if the diagonal case contribu-
tion is sizable, the new signal predicted in this work can
be extracted by dedicated template fitting.
The lower vertex in the right diagram in Fig. 1 is an

e↵ective vertex with the “local” neutrino integrated out
as explained above. This e↵ective coupling takes the form
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(ei'5 1 2 + c.c.), (8)

where we denote the absolute value of e↵ective coupling
y12(y11/m1 + y22/m2) by an e↵ective cuto↵ 1/⇤ and its
phase by '5.

Now we do the Wick contraction of these two vertices
with the spinor trace taken as well:
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cos('12 + '5)gm1(x, y)gm2(x, y)

+ cos('12 � '5)fm1(x, y)fm2(x, y)
i
. (9)

Here gm and fm are functions of mass m and positions
x = (⌧1,X) and y = (⌧2,0), given explicitly in [29]. The
minus sign comes from the anticommutativity of spinors.

The oscillatory signal in CHC bispectrum can be found
by expanding fm and gm in the late time limit ⌧1,2 ! 0:
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Here and later in the text, any mass with a tilde denotes
its dimensionless value measured in unit of H, namely
em = m/H, and X ⌘ |X|. We see that ifm and gm are
identical at the leading order and the di↵erence appears
only at the next to leading order. This has important
consequences:

1. For pure Dirac mass, the Yukawa coupling is diago-
nalizable with real eigenvalues. Therefore, in (9), hO1O2i

is proportional to f2
mi

+g2mi
, with i = 1, 2. This combina-

tion is zero at the leading order in ⌧ when ⌧ ! 0, and its
e↵ect shows up only at the next order in ⌧ . When calcu-
lating the in-in correlator, the power-law dependence on ⌧
gets translated to a scaling in the k-ratio. As a result, the
signal with Dirac mass alone decays faster than naively

3

the above result of Yukawa coupling to mixed mass eigen-
states still apply, but with the new feature that these cou-
plings generally contain irremovable CP phases. As we
will see below, these phases introduce yet another new
pattern in the CHC signal. Details about the Yukawa
couplings with three generations of N ’s are given in the
Supplementary Material.
Cosmological (Higgs) Collider Signals of Lepto-

genesis. In the discussion above, we have highlighted the
specific patterns of Higgs couplings to neutrinos in a real-
istic leptogenesis model: the Yukawa couplings mix di↵er-
ent mass eigenstates and carry nonzero complex phases.
In this section we will demonstrate their distinctive phys-
ical consequences on the CHC observables, with essential
steps for the calculation given. Further details are given
in the Supplementary Material.
The central object to calculate is the 3-point correla-

tion function of the Higgs fluctuation, namely the left di-
agram in Fig. 1. The CHC signal appears when the blue
lines carry momenta much smaller than the black lines,
i.e., in the squeezed limit. In this configuration it proves
advantageous to take an EFT limit for the bottom black
line in the triangle, which e↵ectively shrinks the line into
a point vertex, as shown in the right diagram of Fig. 1.
Then it is straightforward to use the diagrammatic rule
[28] to write down an expression for this process:
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factor, a, b = ± are Schwinger-Keldysh indices, Ga is the
boundary-to-bulk �h propagator and I is the fermion 1-
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masses m1,2. Generally we have m1 6= m2 (m1 = m2)
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original Lagrangian. We set y12 to be real and positive
and isolate the CP phase '12. O1 accounts for the upper
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to the signal, but this is not mass mixing and the signal
would be identical to the case of “Dirac” to be discussed
below. Nevertheless even if the diagonal case contribu-
tion is sizable, the new signal predicted in this work can
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Here gm and fm are functions of mass m and positions
x = (⌧1,X) and y = (⌧2,0), given explicitly in [29]. The
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Here and later in the text, any mass with a tilde denotes
its dimensionless value measured in unit of H, namely
em = m/H, and X ⌘ |X|. We see that ifm and gm are
identical at the leading order and the di↵erence appears
only at the next to leading order. This has important
consequences:

1. For pure Dirac mass, the Yukawa coupling is diago-
nalizable with real eigenvalues. Therefore, in (9), hO1O2i

is proportional to f2
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, with i = 1, 2. This combina-

tion is zero at the leading order in ⌧ when ⌧ ! 0, and its
e↵ect shows up only at the next order in ⌧ . When calcu-
lating the in-in correlator, the power-law dependence on ⌧
gets translated to a scaling in the k-ratio. As a result, the
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acteristic oscillatory function of the momentum ratio
% ⌘ k3/k1. It is useful to express the signal in
terms of the conventionally defined dimensionless and
(nearly) scale-invariant shape function S(k1, k2, k3) ⌘

(k1k2k3)2/(4⇡2P⇣)2h⇣h,k1⇣h,k2⇣h,k3i
0 (0 symbol means

that the �-function for momentum conservation is re-
moved), as (see [48] for more details):

lim
%!0

S(%) = f (signal)
NL %↵ sin

�
! log %+ #

�
, (2)

where f (signal)
NL is the amplitude of the signal. The dimen-

sionless quantities (↵,!,#) measures the scaling behav-
ior, the frequency, and the phase of the oscillatory signal.
They can in principle be extracted from data, and are also
calculable for specific processes. Therefore these quanti-
ties provide very useful information about the massive
states mediating the process. It is previously known that
the signal mediated by a Dirac fermion of mass m via a
1-loop diagram is characterized by ↵ = 3 and ! = 2m/H
[32]. A key result of this Letter is that the Majorana
mass of the RH neutrino and CP phases innate to the
leptogenesis mechanism can generate new patterns in the
signal. In particular, the CHC signal with a Majorana
neutrino gives ↵ = 2 instead of 3, and the CP phases give
rise to more than one value of !, and the signal would be
superpositions of di↵erent oscillation patterns.

Leptogenesis, Neutrino masses and CP phases

during inflation. Leptogenesis mechanism satisfies the
general Sakharov conditions for baryogenesis in the fol-
lowing ways: 1) lepton number violation–via the Majo-
rana masses of the RH neutrino N ’s and the Yukawa
couplings of the N ’s to the SM Higgs (H) and SM lep-
ton doublet L, 2) CP violation–via the CP phases in the
Yukawa couplings and the interference between tree-level
and loop process of N decay, and 3) out of equilibrium–
via the decay process [1, 53]. A non-vanishing lepton
asymmetry requires at least two generations of N ’s, while
three generations are typically considered in leptogenesis

literature. The N decay typically happens well above the
electroweak scale, so that the lepton asymmetry can be
transferred to baryon asymmetry via sphaleron.
A key observation is that, when there is a Majorana

mass term as in leptogenesis or Type I seesaw, the mass
matrix and the Higgs couplings cannot be simultaneously
diagonalized. This results in a new type of Yukawa cou-
pling that mixes di↵erent mass eigenstates and thus dis-
tinct CHC signals. The following derivations closely fol-
low the standard neutrino seesaw model, with the key
di↵erence that H’s VEV is typically around the Hubble
scale H during inflation, and consequently the neutrino
mass/mixing pattern is very di↵erent in the inflationary
era, vs. the later leptogenesis epoch or current day.
One generation su�ces to demonstrate how the mixed

coupling arises. Consider the usual Type I seesaw with
one generation of N and SM lepton doublet L = (⌫, e�)T .
In CHC the Higgs gets a nonzero VEV v ⇠ H during in-
flation due to quantum fluctuations. Here the inflationary
Hubble parameter H is required to be higher than elec-
troweak (EW) scale for the original CHC mechanism [32]
to work. Parametrizing the Higgs asH = (0, (v+h)/

p
2)T

and focusing on neutrinos only, we have

�L = ⌫†i�µ@µ⌫ +N†i�µ@µN

+
h
mD

�
1 +

h

v

�
⌫N �

1

2
mNNN + c.c.

i
, (3)

where mD ⌘ yv/
p
2. The U(2) symmetry of the kinetic

term allows us to choose mD and mN to be real without
loss of generality, and also to rotate to mass eigenstates
 ± with mass eigenvalues m± = 1

2 (mN ±
p

m2
N + 4m2

D).
In the post-inflationary epoch such as during leptogenesis
or current-day, Higgs resides in its true vacuum, with the
VEV being 0 (vEW ) before (after) EW phase transition
(EWPT), thus mD ⌧ mN , such that m� ⌧ m+, and
the seesaw mechanism for SM neutrino masses is realized
after EWPT. But during inflation mD ⇠ mN ⇠ H is
likely, therefore  ± could have comparable masses.

Although these are mostly familiar results, the im-
portant point is that the Higgs coupling matrix cannot
be simultaneously diagonalized by the above rotations.
Rather, it takes the following form after the rotation:

L �
mDh

v
p

m2
N + 4m2

D

h
mD( 2

� �  2
+) +mN � +

i
, (4)

with a nonzero trilinear coupling that mixes  ± when
mN 6= 0. As we will see, this mixed Yukawa coupling in
the mass eigenstates can give rise to a unique signal in
3-point function of Higgs, and thus can be viewed as a
signature of Majorana neutrino mass.

Realistic leptogenesis model typically involves 3 gener-
ations of RH N ’s. With nonzero Majorana mass terms,
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FIG. 1. 1-loop process contributing to SM and Majorana RH
neutrino signals at the CHC (i = 1, 2).

mediated by neutrinos represented by the 1-loop diagram
on the left side of Fig. 1 (we will explain the right diagram
in the next section).
The signal shows up for squeezed bispectrum where

k1 ' k2 � k3 (ki ⌘ |ki|, i = 1, 2, 3), as a char-
acteristic oscillatory function of the momentum ratio
% ⌘ k3/k1. It is useful to express the signal in terms of
a dimensionless and (nearly) scale-invariant shape func-
tion S(k1, k2, k3) ⌘ (k1k2k3)2/(4⇡2P⇣)2h⇣h,k1⇣h,k2⇣h,k3i

0

(0 symbol means the momentum-conserving �-function re-
moved), as (see [50] for more details):

lim
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NL %↵ sin

�
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, (2)

where f (signal)
NL is the amplitude of the signal. The di-

mensionless quantities (↵,!,#) measure the scaling be-
havior, the frequency, and the phase of the oscillatory
signal. They are in principle measurable and also calcu-
lable for specific processes. It is known that the signal
with a Dirac fermion of mass m in a 1-loop diagram has
↵ = 3 and ! = 2m/H [34]. A key result of this Letter
is that the Majorana mass of the RH neutrino and CP
phases innate to the leptogenesis mechanism can generate
new patterns in the signal. In particular, the CHC signal
with a Majorana neutrino gives ↵ = 2 instead of 3, and
the CP phases give rise to more than one value of !, and
the signal would be superpositions of di↵erent oscillation
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2. The U(2) symmetry of the kinetic
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loss of generality, and also to rotate to mass eigenstates
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vacuum such that mD ⌧ mN , and thus m� ⌧ m+,
realizing the seesaw mechanism after EWPT. But during
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portant point is that the Higgs coupling matrix cannot
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with a nonzero trilinear coupling that mixes  ± when
mN 6= 0. As we will see, this mixed Yukawa coupling in
the mass eigenstates can give rise to a unique signal in
3-point function of Higgs, and thus can be viewed as a
signature of Majorana neutrino mass.

Realistic leptogenesis model typically involves 3 gener-
ations of RH N ’s. With nonzero Majorana mass terms,
the above result of Yukawa coupling to mixed mass eigen-
states still apply, but with the new feature that these cou-
plings generally contain irremovable CP phases. As we
will see below, these phases introduce yet another new
pattern in the CHC signal.
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genesis. In the discussion above, we have highlighted the
specific patterns of Higgs couplings to neutrinos in a real-
istic leptogenesis model: the Yukawa couplings mix di↵er-
ent mass eigenstates and carry nonzero complex phases.
In this section we will demonstrate their distinctive phys-
ical consequences on the CHC observables, with essential
steps for the calculation given. Further details are given
in the Supplementary Material.
The central object to calculate is the 3-point correla-

tion function of the Higgs fluctuation, namely the left di-
agram in Fig. 1. The CHC signal appears when the blue
lines carry momenta much smaller than the black lines,
i.e., in the squeezed limit. In this configuration it proves
advantageous to take an EFT limit for the bottom black
line in the triangle, which e↵ectively shrinks the line into
a point vertex, as shown in the right diagram of Fig. 1.
Then it is straightforward to use the diagrammatic rule
[28] to write down an expression for this process:
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X
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where ⌧ is conformal time, a = �1/(H⌧) is the scale
factor, a, b = ± are Schwinger-Keldysh indices, Ga is the
boundary-to-bulk �h propagator and I is the fermion 1-
loop integral including couplings (The Schwinger-Keldysh
indices for I can be neglected so far as the oscillatory
signal is the only concern):

I(k; ⌧1, ⌧2) =

Z
d3X e�ik·X

hO1(⌧1,X)O(⌧2,0)i, (6)

where the two e↵ective operators O1,2, shown in the right
diagram in Fig. 1, will be discussed below.

Based on the discussion in the last section, we can write
the most general Yukawa coupling mixing a pair of mass
eigenstate as

�L = �hO1, O1 ⌘ y12(e
i'12 1 2 + c.c.), (7)

where  1,2 are Weyl spinors and mass eigenstates with
masses m1,2. Generally we have m1 6= m2 (m1 = m2)
with (without) the presence of Majorama mass in the
original Lagrangian. We set y12 to be real and positive
and isolate the CP phase '12. O1 accounts for the upper

vertex in the right diagram in Fig. 1. Note that the diago-
nal case O1 = yii i i+ c.c. (i = 1, 2) can also contribute
to the signal, but this is not mass mixing and the signal
would be identical to the case of “Dirac” to be discussed
below. Nevertheless even if the diagonal case contribu-
tion is sizable, the new signal predicted in this work can
be extracted by dedicated template fitting.
The lower vertex in the right diagram in Fig. 1 is an

e↵ective vertex with the “local” neutrino integrated out
as explained above. This e↵ective coupling takes the form
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Here gm and fm are functions of mass m and positions
x = (⌧1,X) and y = (⌧2,0), given explicitly in [29]. The
minus sign comes from the anticommutativity of spinors.

The oscillatory signal in CHC bispectrum can be found
by expanding fm and gm in the late time limit ⌧1,2 ! 0:
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Here and later in the text, any mass with a tilde denotes
its dimensionless value measured in unit of H, namely
em = m/H, and X ⌘ |X|. We see that ifm and gm are
identical at the leading order and the di↵erence appears
only at the next to leading order. This has important
consequences:

1. For pure Dirac mass, the Yukawa coupling is diago-
nalizable with real eigenvalues. Therefore, in (9), hO1O2i

is proportional to f2
mi

+g2mi
, with i = 1, 2. This combina-

tion is zero at the leading order in ⌧ when ⌧ ! 0, and its
e↵ect shows up only at the next order in ⌧ . When calcu-
lating the in-in correlator, the power-law dependence on ⌧
gets translated to a scaling in the k-ratio. As a result, the
signal with Dirac mass alone decays faster than naively
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Supplementary Material.
Cosmological (Higgs) Collider Signals of Lepto-

genesis. In the discussion above, we have highlighted the
specific patterns of Higgs couplings to neutrinos in a real-
istic leptogenesis model: the Yukawa couplings mix di↵er-
ent mass eigenstates and carry nonzero complex phases.
In this section we will demonstrate their distinctive phys-
ical consequences on the CHC observables, with essential
steps for the calculation given. Further details are given
in the Supplementary Material.
The central object to calculate is the 3-point correla-

tion function of the Higgs fluctuation, namely the left di-
agram in Fig. 1. The CHC signal appears when the blue
lines carry momenta much smaller than the black lines,
i.e., in the squeezed limit. In this configuration it proves
advantageous to take an EFT limit for the bottom black
line in the triangle, which e↵ectively shrinks the line into
a point vertex, as shown in the right diagram of Fig. 1.
Then it is straightforward to use the diagrammatic rule
[28] to write down an expression for this process:

h�hk1�hk2�hk3i
0 =

X

a,b=±
ab

Z 0

�1
d⌧1d⌧2a

4(⌧1)a
4(⌧2)

⇥Ga(k1, ⌧1)Ga(k2⌧1)Gb(k3, ⌧2)I(k3; ⌧1, ⌧2), (5)

where ⌧ is conformal time, a = �1/(H⌧) is the scale
factor, a, b = ± are Schwinger-Keldysh indices, Ga is the
boundary-to-bulk �h propagator and I is the fermion 1-
loop integral including couplings (The Schwinger-Keldysh
indices for I can be neglected so far as the oscillatory
signal is the only concern):

I(k; ⌧1, ⌧2) =

Z
d3X e�ik·X

hO1(⌧1,X)O(⌧2,0)i, (6)

where the two e↵ective operators O1,2, shown in the right
diagram in Fig. 1, will be discussed below.

Based on the discussion in the last section, we can write
the most general Yukawa coupling mixing a pair of mass
eigenstate as

�L = �hO1, O1 ⌘ y12(e
i'12 1 2 + c.c.), (7)

where  1,2 are Weyl spinors and mass eigenstates with
masses m1,2. Generally we have m1 6= m2 (m1 = m2)
with (without) the presence of Majorama mass in the
original Lagrangian. We set y12 to be real and positive
and isolate the CP phase '12. O1 accounts for the upper

vertex in the right diagram in Fig. 1. Note that the diago-
nal case O1 = yii i i+ c.c. (i = 1, 2) can also contribute
to the signal, but this is not mass mixing and the signal
would be identical to the case of “Dirac” to be discussed
below. Nevertheless even if the diagonal case contribu-
tion is sizable, the new signal predicted in this work can
be extracted by dedicated template fitting.
The lower vertex in the right diagram in Fig. 1 is an

e↵ective vertex with the “local” neutrino integrated out
as explained above. This e↵ective coupling takes the form

�L =
1

2
(�h)2O2, O2 ⌘

1

⇤
(ei'5 1 2 + c.c.), (8)

where we denote the absolute value of e↵ective coupling
y12(y11/m1 + y22/m2) by an e↵ective cuto↵ 1/⇤ and its
phase by '5.

Now we do the Wick contraction of these two vertices
with the spinor trace taken as well:

hO1(x)O2(y)i = �
4y12
⇤

h
cos('12 + '5)gm1(x, y)gm2(x, y)

+ cos('12 � '5)fm1(x, y)fm2(x, y)
i
. (9)

Here gm and fm are functions of mass m and positions
x = (⌧1,X) and y = (⌧2,0), given explicitly in [29]. The
minus sign comes from the anticommutativity of spinors.

The oscillatory signal in CHC bispectrum can be found
by expanding fm and gm in the late time limit ⌧1,2 ! 0:

ifm(x, y) = 2Re

⇢
�(2� iem)�( 1

2 + iem)

4⇡5/2

⇣ ⌧1⌧2
X2

⌘3/2�iem

⇥


1 +

�
3� 4em(2i + em)

�
(⌧21 + ⌧22 )� 6⌧1⌧2

2(1� 2iem)X2

��
, (10)

gm(x, y) = 2Re

⇢
�(2� iem)�( 1

2 + iem)

4⇡5/2

⇣ ⌧1⌧2
X2

⌘3/2�iem

⇥


1 +

�
3� 4em(2i + em)

�
(⌧21 + ⌧22 ) + 6⌧1⌧2

2(1� 2iem)X2

��
. (11)

Here and later in the text, any mass with a tilde denotes
its dimensionless value measured in unit of H, namely
em = m/H, and X ⌘ |X|. We see that ifm and gm are
identical at the leading order and the di↵erence appears
only at the next to leading order. This has important
consequences:

1. For pure Dirac mass, the Yukawa coupling is diago-
nalizable with real eigenvalues. Therefore, in (9), hO1O2i

is proportional to f2
mi

+g2mi
, with i = 1, 2. This combina-

tion is zero at the leading order in ⌧ when ⌧ ! 0, and its
e↵ect shows up only at the next order in ⌧ . When calcu-
lating the in-in correlator, the power-law dependence on ⌧
gets translated to a scaling in the k-ratio. As a result, the
signal with Dirac mass alone decays faster than naively

2

�hk1 �hk2

�hk3

 1

 i

 2

y1i y2i

y12

1

)

�hk1 �hk2

�hk3

 1  2

O2

O1

2FIG. 1. 1-loop process contributing to SM and Majorana RH
neutrino signals at the CHC (i = 1, 2). See the text for expla-
nations.

acteristic oscillatory function of the momentum ratio
% ⌘ k3/k1. It is useful to express the signal in
terms of the conventionally defined dimensionless and
(nearly) scale-invariant shape function S(k1, k2, k3) ⌘

(k1k2k3)2/(4⇡2P⇣)2h⇣h,k1⇣h,k2⇣h,k3i
0 (0 symbol means

that the �-function for momentum conservation is re-
moved), as (see [48] for more details):

lim
%!0

S(%) = f (signal)
NL %↵ sin

�
! log %+ #

�
, (2)

where f (signal)
NL is the amplitude of the signal. The dimen-

sionless quantities (↵,!,#) measures the scaling behav-
ior, the frequency, and the phase of the oscillatory signal.
They can in principle be extracted from data, and are also
calculable for specific processes. Therefore these quanti-
ties provide very useful information about the massive
states mediating the process. It is previously known that
the signal mediated by a Dirac fermion of mass m via a
1-loop diagram is characterized by ↵ = 3 and ! = 2m/H
[32]. A key result of this Letter is that the Majorana
mass of the RH neutrino and CP phases innate to the
leptogenesis mechanism can generate new patterns in the
signal. In particular, the CHC signal with a Majorana
neutrino gives ↵ = 2 instead of 3, and the CP phases give
rise to more than one value of !, and the signal would be
superpositions of di↵erent oscillation patterns.

Leptogenesis, Neutrino masses and CP phases

during inflation. Leptogenesis mechanism satisfies the
general Sakharov conditions for baryogenesis in the fol-
lowing ways: 1) lepton number violation–via the Majo-
rana masses of the RH neutrino N ’s and the Yukawa
couplings of the N ’s to the SM Higgs (H) and SM lep-
ton doublet L, 2) CP violation–via the CP phases in the
Yukawa couplings and the interference between tree-level
and loop process of N decay, and 3) out of equilibrium–
via the decay process [1, 53]. A non-vanishing lepton
asymmetry requires at least two generations of N ’s, while
three generations are typically considered in leptogenesis

literature. The N decay typically happens well above the
electroweak scale, so that the lepton asymmetry can be
transferred to baryon asymmetry via sphaleron.
A key observation is that, when there is a Majorana

mass term as in leptogenesis or Type I seesaw, the mass
matrix and the Higgs couplings cannot be simultaneously
diagonalized. This results in a new type of Yukawa cou-
pling that mixes di↵erent mass eigenstates and thus dis-
tinct CHC signals. The following derivations closely fol-
low the standard neutrino seesaw model, with the key
di↵erence that H’s VEV is typically around the Hubble
scale H during inflation, and consequently the neutrino
mass/mixing pattern is very di↵erent in the inflationary
era, vs. the later leptogenesis epoch or current day.
One generation su�ces to demonstrate how the mixed

coupling arises. Consider the usual Type I seesaw with
one generation of N and SM lepton doublet L = (⌫, e�)T .
In CHC the Higgs gets a nonzero VEV v ⇠ H during in-
flation due to quantum fluctuations. Here the inflationary
Hubble parameter H is required to be higher than elec-
troweak (EW) scale for the original CHC mechanism [32]
to work. Parametrizing the Higgs asH = (0, (v+h)/

p
2)T

and focusing on neutrinos only, we have

�L = ⌫†i�µ@µ⌫ +N†i�µ@µN

+
h
mD

�
1 +

h

v

�
⌫N �

1

2
mNNN + c.c.

i
, (3)

where mD ⌘ yv/
p
2. The U(2) symmetry of the kinetic

term allows us to choose mD and mN to be real without
loss of generality, and also to rotate to mass eigenstates
 ± with mass eigenvalues m± = 1

2 (mN ±
p

m2
N + 4m2

D).
In the post-inflationary epoch such as during leptogenesis
or current-day, Higgs resides in its true vacuum, with the
VEV being 0 (vEW ) before (after) EW phase transition
(EWPT), thus mD ⌧ mN , such that m� ⌧ m+, and
the seesaw mechanism for SM neutrino masses is realized
after EWPT. But during inflation mD ⇠ mN ⇠ H is
likely, therefore  ± could have comparable masses.

Although these are mostly familiar results, the im-
portant point is that the Higgs coupling matrix cannot
be simultaneously diagonalized by the above rotations.
Rather, it takes the following form after the rotation:

L �
mDh

v
p

m2
N + 4m2

D

h
mD( 2

� �  2
+) +mN � +

i
, (4)

with a nonzero trilinear coupling that mixes  ± when
mN 6= 0. As we will see, this mixed Yukawa coupling in
the mass eigenstates can give rise to a unique signal in
3-point function of Higgs, and thus can be viewed as a
signature of Majorana neutrino mass.

Realistic leptogenesis model typically involves 3 gener-
ations of RH N ’s. With nonzero Majorana mass terms,

 Three cases: 
•  Pure Dirac mass: , Yukawa coupling is diagonalizable with real eigenvalues 

 , vanishes at LO ⇒ signal decays faster than naively expected 

— restores result known in literature (e.g. Chen, Wang, Xianyu 2018), applies to Dirac /Dirac LG

mN → 0, φ → 0
⟨𝒪1𝒪2⟩ ∝ f2

mi
+ g2

mi

ν

•  Majorana mass induced mixed Yukawa but no CP phase:  ,  

⇒ at LO oscillating signal with a single frequency  — new to literature!

⟨𝒪1𝒪2⟩ ∝ fm1
fm2

+ gm1
gm2

m̃1 − m̃2

•  Majorana mass plus CP phase (realistic LG):  

⇒ at LO oscillating signal with two distinct frequencies  and  — distinct signature of LG!

⟨𝒪1𝒪2⟩ ∝ cos(φ12 + φ5)fm1
fm2

+ cos(φ12 − φ5)gm1
gm2

m̃1 − m̃2 m̃1 + m̃2
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With 3 generations, more oscillation modes possible, 
but generally expect one pair of mass eigenstates dominate 
the signal

4

expected in the squeezed limit. This result is known in
the literature [29, 32] and is compatible with the scenario
of Dirac neutrino/Dirac leptogenesis.
2. If there is a Majorana-mass-induced mixed Yukawa

coupling but without CP phases, the correlator (9) would
be proportional to fm1fm2 + gm1gm2 with m1 6= m2. In
this case, there is a piece proportional to (⌧1⌧2)±i(em1�em2)

which is not canceled out at the leading order. We then
expect to see an oscillating signal at the leading order of
squeezeness with a single frequency given by em1 � em2.
The other possible combination em1 + em2 gets cancelled
for the same reason as in the case of Dirac mass.
3. If, in addition, the mixed Yukawa coupling con-

tains irremovable CP phases (as in the realistic leptoge-
nesis models), then the signal would be proportional to
cos('12+'5)fm1fm2 +cos('12�'5)gm1gm2 . In this case,
both (⌧1⌧2)±i(em1�em2) and (⌧1⌧2)±i(em1+em2) show up at the
leading order for generic '12 and '5. Therefore, this new
feature would reveal itself as two distinct sets of oscilla-
tion modes in the CHC signature at the leading order of
the squeezeness.
It is then straightforward to compute the 3-point corre-

lation function of �h and consequently the shape function
in (2). The result for non-Dirac case can be summarized
as follows. (The case of pure Dirac mass has been calcu-
lated before [29, 32].)

lim
%!0

S(%) = 2R3
hP

�1/2
⇣

y12
⇤

⇥
�
cos'5 cos'12Re

⇥
C(em1, em2)%

2+i(em1�em2)
⇤

+ sin'5 sin'12Re
⇥
C(em1,�em2)%

2+i(em1+em2)
⇤ 

, (12)

where

C(em1, em2) =
i

21+iem12⇡5

1

em2
12

(1 +
iem12

4
)(1� cosh em12⇡)

⇥ sinh(em12⇡)�(
1
2 � iem1)�(

1
2 + iem2)�(2 + iem1)

⇥ �(2� iem2)�
2(2 + iem12)�(�4� 2iem12), (13)

with em12 ⌘ em1 � em2.
Fig. 2 illustrates the signal shape function for the three

cases outlines above. The “Dirac” case is known in
the literature, while the “Majorana” and “Majorana+CP
phases” are new results from this work featuring di↵erent
oscillation patterns. The case of “Majorana+CP phases”
is most relevant to our study as it corresponds to a re-
alistic leptogenesis model. The “Majorana” case is also
worth noting as it represents a class of models with mass-
mixing couplings with new oscillation pattern. Here we
only present result for one pair of mixed mass eigenstates.
Given the three generations of neutrinos, it is possible
that more than one pair of mass eigenstates contribute
to the signal. However, according to (13), the signal
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FIG. 2. The oscillatory shape function of the primordial bis-
pectrum (12) as a function of k1/k3 for the three cases we
consider in the text. We take mD = 0.5H for “Dirac”, and
take m1 = 0.5H and m2 = 1.5H for both “Majorana” and
“Majorana+CP.” We take '12 = ⇡/4 and '5 = �⇡/3 for
“Majorana+CP.” For all cases we take R

3
hy12H/⇤ = 1.

strength has sensitive dependence on the masses. Thus,
in general, we would expect only one pair of states con-
tribute predominantly.

Conditions for Baryon Asymmetry and Results.

We numerically scan parameter space to identify the re-
gions giving rise to observable CHC signals as well as
a successful leptogenesis. As we can see from (12), de-
tectable CHC signals favor large Yukawa couplings. On
the other hand, large Yukawa couplings poses a potential
tension with leptogenesis as they generally lead to strong
washout. We briefly review the washout e↵ect as follows.

The baryon asymmetry YB as predicted from leptoge-
nesis can be generally expressed as

YB =
cs

cs � 1

✏1
g⇤

, (14)

where cs = (8Nf+4)/(22Nf+13) is the sphaleron conver-
sion e�ciency factor, and cs = 28/79 ' 0.35 for Nf = 3.
g⇤ is the number of relativistic degrees during leptogen-
esis epoch, which is 106.75 for SM. ✏1 is the asymmetry
from the the decay of heavy RH neutrinos (assuming the
lightest N1 dominates the contribution), given by [54]

✏1 ' �
3

8⇡

1

(y⌫y
†
⌫)11

X

i=2,3

Im
h
(y⌫y

†
⌫)

2
1i

i m1

mi
. (15)

The baryon asymmetry as calculated above is subject to
potential reduction by the so-called “washout” processes,
including the inverse decay and 2 ! 2 ◆L scattering. The
impact of washout is characterized by the washout fac-
tor , which is the ratio of the decay rate of the RH
neutrino, �1, to the the Hubble scale H when the tem-

 Three cases: 
•  Pure Dirac mass: known case, signal dies fast 
•  Majorana mass w/o CP phases: single mode oscillation 
•  Majorana mass w/ CP phases (leptogenesis):  

 two distinct modes of lasting oscillation 
☞ Information about heavy RH neutrino mass!

 Result-1: Shape function of the primordial bispectrum:
⟨𝒪1𝒪2⟩ → S(k1, k3)
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expected in the squeezed limit. This result is known in
the literature [29, 32] and is compatible with the scenario
of Dirac neutrino/Dirac leptogenesis.
2. If there is a Majorana-mass-induced mixed Yukawa

coupling but without CP phases, the correlator (9) would
be proportional to fm1fm2 + gm1gm2 with m1 6= m2. In
this case, there is a piece proportional to (⌧1⌧2)±i(em1�em2)

which is not canceled out at the leading order. We then
expect to see an oscillating signal at the leading order of
squeezeness with a single frequency given by em1 � em2.
The other possible combination em1 + em2 gets cancelled
for the same reason as in the case of Dirac mass.
3. If, in addition, the mixed Yukawa coupling con-

tains irremovable CP phases (as in the realistic leptoge-
nesis models), then the signal would be proportional to
cos('12+'5)fm1fm2 +cos('12�'5)gm1gm2 . In this case,
both (⌧1⌧2)±i(em1�em2) and (⌧1⌧2)±i(em1+em2) show up at the
leading order for generic '12 and '5. Therefore, this new
feature would reveal itself as two distinct sets of oscilla-
tion modes in the CHC signature at the leading order of
the squeezeness.
It is then straightforward to compute the 3-point corre-

lation function of �h and consequently the shape function
in (2). The result for non-Dirac case can be summarized
as follows. (The case of pure Dirac mass has been calcu-
lated before [29, 32].)

lim
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cos'5 cos'12Re
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2+i(em1�em2)
⇤

+ sin'5 sin'12Re
⇥
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, (12)

where

C(em1, em2) =
i

21+iem12⇡5

1

em2
12
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iem12
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2(2 + iem12)�(�4� 2iem12), (13)

with em12 ⌘ em1 � em2.
Fig. 2 illustrates the signal shape function for the three

cases outlines above. The “Dirac” case is known in
the literature, while the “Majorana” and “Majorana+CP
phases” are new results from this work featuring di↵erent
oscillation patterns. The case of “Majorana+CP phases”
is most relevant to our study as it corresponds to a re-
alistic leptogenesis model. The “Majorana” case is also
worth noting as it represents a class of models with mass-
mixing couplings with new oscillation pattern. Here we
only present result for one pair of mixed mass eigenstates.
Given the three generations of neutrinos, it is possible
that more than one pair of mass eigenstates contribute
to the signal. However, according to (13), the signal

FIG. 2. The oscillatory shape function of the primordial bis-
pectrum (12) as a function of k1/k3 for the three cases we
consider in the text. We take mD = 0.5H for “Dirac”, and
take m1 = 0.5H and m2 = 1.5H for both “Majorana” and
“Majorana+CP.” We take '12 = ⇡/4 and '5 = �⇡/3 for
“Majorana+CP.” For all cases we take R

3
hy12H/⇤ = 1.

strength has sensitive dependence on the masses. Thus,
in general, we would expect only one pair of states con-
tribute predominantly.

Conditions for Baryon Asymmetry and Results.

We numerically scan parameter space to identify the re-
gions giving rise to observable CHC signals as well as
a successful leptogenesis. As we can see from (12), de-
tectable CHC signals favor large Yukawa couplings. On
the other hand, large Yukawa couplings poses a potential
tension with leptogenesis as they generally lead to strong
washout. We briefly review the washout e↵ect as follows.

The baryon asymmetry YB as predicted from leptoge-
nesis can be generally expressed as

YB =
cs

cs � 1

✏1
g⇤

, (14)

where cs = (8Nf+4)/(22Nf+13) is the sphaleron conver-
sion e�ciency factor, and cs = 28/79 ' 0.35 for Nf = 3.
g⇤ is the number of relativistic degrees during leptogen-
esis epoch, which is 106.75 for SM. ✏1 is the asymmetry
from the the decay of heavy RH neutrinos (assuming the
lightest N1 dominates the contribution), given by [54]

✏1 ' �
3

8⇡

1

(y⌫y
†
⌫)11

X

i=2,3

Im
h
(y⌫y

†
⌫)

2
1i

i m1
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. (15)

The baryon asymmetry as calculated above is subject to
potential reduction by the so-called “washout” processes,
including the inverse decay and 2 ! 2 ◆L scattering. The
impact of washout is characterized by the washout fac-
tor , which is the ratio of the decay rate of the RH
neutrino, �1, to the the Hubble scale H when the tem-

•   sphaleron conversion 
•  : asymmetry from  decay 
• : washout efficiency, most sensitive 

to couplings

cs :
ϵ1 N1

κ

 Scan over perturbative Yukawa couplings, mass range

 Observed  today YB

Result-2: CHC signal strength  VS.   predicted by leptogenesisfNL YB
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: amplitude of  the shape function fNL S(k1, k3)
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FIG. 3. Contour plots for the amplitude of neutrino signal at
CHC f

(signal)
NL and baryon density YB predicted by the lepto-

genesis model on the 2D plane of Yukawa coupling y12 and
Majorana RH neutrino mass m1. The solid red line indicates
the observed value of baryon asymmetry, YB0. The solid blue
lines represent experimental sensitivities to fNL.

In Fig. 3 we also include the reach of current CMB
and forecast for future LSS/21cm observations [40]. As
we can see, a good range of the parameter space for vi-
able leptogenesis lead to signals within reach of future
CMB/LSS/21 cm line experiments [64–67]. Furthermore,
with a CHC calibrated with known SM processes [34], it is
possible to identify the neutrino signals out of SM “back-
grounds.” The prospect for CHC signals is most distinct
and promising when m1 ⇠ H: for m1 � H, the signal
would be strongly suppressed as shown in Fig. 2, while
for m1 ⌧ H the Majorana mass becomes subdominant
to the Dirac mass term–in this case a CHC signal can
be observable but restores known patterns in the litera-
ture. Furthermore, since the signal strength depends on
H mainly through the ratio m1/H, for a fixed m1, in-
creasing (decreasing) H in Fig. 3 amounts to shifting all
shadings horizontally towards the right (left) side, while
the lines remain the same.

Discussion and Conclusion. In this Letter we pro-
pose a new cosmological probe of the well-motivated lep-
togenesis with Majorana neutrinos, which to date is con-
sidered challenging to test directly due to the high ener-
gies involved. Specifically, we consider the scenario with
SM Higgs contributing to the primordial fluctuation dur-
ing inflation. Based on Cosmological (Higgs) Collider
Physics, we demonstrated that this scenario can lead to
observable and distinct imprints of the Higgs’ Yukawa
couplings to heavy RH Majorana neutrinos and SM neu-
trinos in the primordial bispectrum. Essential informa-

tion about leptogenesis, such as the L-violation, heavy
RH neutrino masses (in the unit of the inflationary Hub-
ble scale), and the CP phases, can be extracted from
delicate measurements of the primordial non-Gaussianity.
With a distinct oscillatory feature, our signal is easily
distinguishable from the local-shaped NG produced by
the Higgs self-coupling [68]. Also, by using the phase
information [58], we can further select our signal out of
other possible oscillatory signals contributed from addi-
tion heavy states, and thus establish the uniqueness of our
signal. Our work presents an intriguing case of how CC
physics may shed light on the profound puzzle of matter-
antimatter asymmetry in our Universe, in light of the rich
incoming data from CMB and LSS observations targeting
primordial non-Gaussianity.
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expected in the squeezed limit. This result is known in
the literature [29, 32] and is compatible with the scenario
of Dirac neutrino/Dirac leptogenesis.
2. If there is a Majorana-mass-induced mixed Yukawa

coupling but without CP phases, the correlator (9) would
be proportional to fm1fm2 + gm1gm2 with m1 6= m2. In
this case, there is a piece proportional to (⌧1⌧2)±i(em1�em2)

which is not canceled out at the leading order. We then
expect to see an oscillating signal at the leading order of
squeezeness with a single frequency given by em1 � em2.
The other possible combination em1 + em2 gets cancelled
for the same reason as in the case of Dirac mass.
3. If, in addition, the mixed Yukawa coupling con-

tains irremovable CP phases (as in the realistic leptoge-
nesis models), then the signal would be proportional to
cos('12+'5)fm1fm2 +cos('12�'5)gm1gm2 . In this case,
both (⌧1⌧2)±i(em1�em2) and (⌧1⌧2)±i(em1+em2) show up at the
leading order for generic '12 and '5. Therefore, this new
feature would reveal itself as two distinct sets of oscilla-
tion modes in the CHC signature at the leading order of
the squeezeness.
It is then straightforward to compute the 3-point corre-

lation function of �h and consequently the shape function
in (2). The result for non-Dirac case can be summarized
as follows. (The case of pure Dirac mass has been calcu-
lated before [29, 32].)

lim
%!0

S(%) = 2R3
hP

�1/2
⇣

y12
⇤

⇥
�
cos'5 cos'12Re

⇥
C(em1, em2)%

2+i(em1�em2)
⇤

+ sin'5 sin'12Re
⇥
C(em1,�em2)%

2+i(em1+em2)
⇤ 

, (12)

where

C(em1, em2) =
i

21+iem12⇡5

1

em2
12

(1 +
iem12

4
)(1� cosh em12⇡)

⇥ sinh(em12⇡)�(
1
2 � iem1)�(

1
2 + iem2)�(2 + iem1)

⇥ �(2� iem2)�
2(2 + iem12)�(�4� 2iem12), (13)

with em12 ⌘ em1 � em2.
Fig. 2 illustrates the signal shape function for the three

cases outlines above. The “Dirac” case is known in
the literature, while the “Majorana” and “Majorana+CP
phases” are new results from this work featuring di↵erent
oscillation patterns. The case of “Majorana+CP phases”
is most relevant to our study as it corresponds to a re-
alistic leptogenesis model. The “Majorana” case is also
worth noting as it represents a class of models with mass-
mixing couplings with new oscillation pattern. Here we
only present result for one pair of mixed mass eigenstates.
Given the three generations of neutrinos, it is possible
that more than one pair of mass eigenstates contribute
to the signal. However, according to (13), the signal

FIG. 2. The oscillatory shape function of the primordial bis-
pectrum (12) as a function of k1/k3 for the three cases we
consider in the text. We take mD = 0.5H for “Dirac”, and
take m1 = 0.5H and m2 = 1.5H for both “Majorana” and
“Majorana+CP.” We take '12 = ⇡/4 and '5 = �⇡/3 for
“Majorana+CP.” For all cases we take R

3
hy12H/⇤ = 1.

strength has sensitive dependence on the masses. Thus,
in general, we would expect only one pair of states con-
tribute predominantly.

Conditions for Baryon Asymmetry and Results.

We numerically scan parameter space to identify the re-
gions giving rise to observable CHC signals as well as
a successful leptogenesis. As we can see from (12), de-
tectable CHC signals favor large Yukawa couplings. On
the other hand, large Yukawa couplings poses a potential
tension with leptogenesis as they generally lead to strong
washout. We briefly review the washout e↵ect as follows.

The baryon asymmetry YB as predicted from leptoge-
nesis can be generally expressed as

YB =
cs

cs � 1

✏1
g⇤

, (14)

where cs = (8Nf+4)/(22Nf+13) is the sphaleron conver-
sion e�ciency factor, and cs = 28/79 ' 0.35 for Nf = 3.
g⇤ is the number of relativistic degrees during leptogen-
esis epoch, which is 106.75 for SM. ✏1 is the asymmetry
from the the decay of heavy RH neutrinos (assuming the
lightest N1 dominates the contribution), given by [54]

✏1 ' �
3

8⇡

1

(y⌫y
†
⌫)11

X

i=2,3

Im
h
(y⌫y

†
⌫)

2
1i

i m1

mi
. (15)

The baryon asymmetry as calculated above is subject to
potential reduction by the so-called “washout” processes,
including the inverse decay and 2 ! 2 ◆L scattering. The
impact of washout is characterized by the washout fac-
tor , which is the ratio of the decay rate of the RH
neutrino, �1, to the the Hubble scale H when the tem-

•   sphaleron conversion 
•  : asymmetry from  decay 
• : washout efficiency, most sensitive 

to couplings

cs :
ϵ1 N1

κ

 Scan over perturbative Yukawa couplings, mass range

 Observed  today YB

Result-2: CHC signal strength  VS.   predicted by leptogenesisfNL YB

Viable leptogenesis 
models can lead to 
signals detectable by 
future CMB/LSS/21 
cm experiments!

☞

Recall: 

: amplitude of  the shape function fNL S(k1, k3)
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FIG. 3. Contour plots for the amplitude of neutrino signal at
CHC f

(signal)
NL and baryon density YB predicted by the lepto-

genesis model on the 2D plane of Yukawa coupling y12 and
Majorana RH neutrino mass m1. The solid red line indicates
the observed value of baryon asymmetry, YB0. The solid blue
lines represent experimental sensitivities to fNL.

In Fig. 3 we also include the reach of current CMB
and forecast for future LSS/21cm observations [40]. As
we can see, a good range of the parameter space for vi-
able leptogenesis lead to signals within reach of future
CMB/LSS/21 cm line experiments [64–67]. Furthermore,
with a CHC calibrated with known SM processes [34], it is
possible to identify the neutrino signals out of SM “back-
grounds.” The prospect for CHC signals is most distinct
and promising when m1 ⇠ H: for m1 � H, the signal
would be strongly suppressed as shown in Fig. 2, while
for m1 ⌧ H the Majorana mass becomes subdominant
to the Dirac mass term–in this case a CHC signal can
be observable but restores known patterns in the litera-
ture. Furthermore, since the signal strength depends on
H mainly through the ratio m1/H, for a fixed m1, in-
creasing (decreasing) H in Fig. 3 amounts to shifting all
shadings horizontally towards the right (left) side, while
the lines remain the same.

Discussion and Conclusion. In this Letter we pro-
pose a new cosmological probe of the well-motivated lep-
togenesis with Majorana neutrinos, which to date is con-
sidered challenging to test directly due to the high ener-
gies involved. Specifically, we consider the scenario with
SM Higgs contributing to the primordial fluctuation dur-
ing inflation. Based on Cosmological (Higgs) Collider
Physics, we demonstrated that this scenario can lead to
observable and distinct imprints of the Higgs’ Yukawa
couplings to heavy RH Majorana neutrinos and SM neu-
trinos in the primordial bispectrum. Essential informa-

tion about leptogenesis, such as the L-violation, heavy
RH neutrino masses (in the unit of the inflationary Hub-
ble scale), and the CP phases, can be extracted from
delicate measurements of the primordial non-Gaussianity.
With a distinct oscillatory feature, our signal is easily
distinguishable from the local-shaped NG produced by
the Higgs self-coupling [68]. Also, by using the phase
information [58], we can further select our signal out of
other possible oscillatory signals contributed from addi-
tion heavy states, and thus establish the uniqueness of our
signal. Our work presents an intriguing case of how CC
physics may shed light on the profound puzzle of matter-
antimatter asymmetry in our Universe, in light of the rich
incoming data from CMB and LSS observations targeting
primordial non-Gaussianity.
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Conclusion

•  Cosmological Collider Physics: probe new physics with super-high energy 
collider—the cosmos during inflation!

•  A new method for probing high-scale leptogenesis with CHC 

‣ Signal strength ( ) from realistic LG models within reach of upcoming 
experiments 
‣ Signal shape (oscillation pattern) distinct from known CC signals

fNL

 ☞ Information about  couplings, CP phases and heavy RH neutrino masses!L

 Unraveling matter-antimatter asymmetry puzzle by  
dedicated measurements of primordial non-Gaussianity?

Ph. von Doetinchem   Antideuterons and dark matter   Nov 12 - p40p.

Extension to antihelium searches

baryon asymmetry in the universe:
• dynamically: large CP violation is needed
• separation of matter and antimatter in the early universe

antihelium is a natural extension of the antideuteron search:
• bound on antihelium gives constraint for the distance between galaxies and antigalaxies 
• because antihelium production in p-ISM interactions in the matter universe is extremely 

small

•  Matter-antimatter asymmetry remains a profound puzzle



Thank you!
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